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From the President 
SCLA HAS PUT ON A NEW LOOK! 
After a year of transition, our Association is now wearing its revised constitution 
and sporting a fresh organization. In addition to new officers, the changes for this year 
include four new sections, new round tables, a new executive secretary, new 
committee members and, of special importance, a new dues structure. Members now 
pay $10 for a personal membership with $6 going to the Association and $2 to each of 
two sections. 
The $6 to the Association is used to pay the very modest salary of the executive 
secretary, to cover the costs of the South Carolina Librarian, to support professional 
development and other objectives of our organization, and to provide for the 
administrative expenses of the Association. The Executive Board is greatly interested 
in additional benefits to the members to accompany the increased fees. One 
suggestion has been to issue an informal newsletter to keep everyone more aware of 
library and librarian activities within the state. We're going to give it a try. If you have 
other suggestions on ways to improve the Association or to provide more benefits to 
the members, please pass them on to me or any member of the Board. 
The sections are free to use their portion of the dues for the benefit of the section 
members or for the membership as a whole. One immediate result is the additional 
workshops and seminars which are already scheduled. The increase in these 
activities can be noted in a calendar of events and announcements elsewhere in this 
issue. 
The Vice-President, John Landrum, has started working on plans for the annual 
convention at the Francis Marion Hotel in Charleston on October 11-13. This 
promises to be another outstanding event. To reduce transportation costs and to 
conserve energy, the 1980 convention will return to Columbia. 
Our membership showed an increase last year to 843 personal, 65 life, and 47 
institutional members. We're still somewhat below the record high of 1,003 personal 
members established in 1975. All members are encouraged to renew their 
memberships as early as possible and to help us in our continuing drive for new 
members. 
We can look forward to a great year. 
Marty Pautz 
President 
Evaluating the Performance of the 
School Media Specialist 
Margaret Ehrhardt 
Library Consultant 
South Carolina Department of Education 
Evaluating the performance of the school media specialist (librarian) is never an 
easy task for the principal or for the district media coordinator. Many administrators 
have felt that if their choice of a media specialist was a good one and the person was 
well qualified then evaluating the performance of this person on a regular basis would 
be unnecessary. It has been only within the last ten years that the literature has 
mentioned any evaluation of librarian performance in general, and, specifically for 
school librarians or media specialists, within the last five years. In 1974, the Kansas 
State Legislature passed a bill requiring that each district have a personnel policy for 
evaluating all certified personnel, and this, of course, included librarians. 
One of the difficulties in evaluating the school media specialist would be "What 
evaluation instrument could be used?" The traditional teacher evaluation forms are 
not applicable. Some of the questions are not revelant to the duties of this person and 
many media specialists feel that they exhibit different skills from teachers and should 
be evaluated by other instruments. Questions should be asked which would cover 
their duties more specifically. 
In 1973, Robert N. Case directed the School Library Manpower Project for the 
American Library Association. The purpose of this project was to identify the job 
functions for school library media personnel. One of the publications growing out of 
this project (1) attempted to group tasks performed into seven categories: human 
behavior, learning and learning environment, planning and evaluation, media, 
management, research and professionalism. Teacher evaluation forms do not include 
the majority of these tasks. 
Some of the evaluation methods which have been used for evaluating the 
performance of school media specialists have been on-site evaluations by 
adr:ninistrators or supervisors, observations by fellow staff members, work sampling, 
ratmg, scales, management-by-objectives or mutual goal setting techniques, and by 
self-evaluation. Each of these methods has disadvantages which may make the 
findings unreliable. 
The on-site evaluation by an administrator or supervisor may be made at an 
inopportune moment at the time before an exciting activity was to take place or just 
after a particularly productive session with a class. To a large extent the services 
which the school media specialist renders are controlled, not by this person, but by 
the clientele. Then much depends on who makes the evaluation. On-site evaluations 
call for a judgement on the part of the evaluator. He should be one who is well versed 
in all phases of the media program. 
Observations by fellow staff members are somewhat more reliable since more 
than one person makes the evaluation, which is done on a day-to-day basis. Some 
type of opinion survey may be needed. However, it may be difficult for some to 
evaluate objectively because of personal bias, or one staff member may influence the 
thinking of others on the evaluation team. 
There are inherent dangers in using rating scales. Some rating scales do not ask 
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job related questions. They may include such general terms as "quality of work" or 
"knowledge of resources" which would be difficult to evaluate fairly. Then, too, the 
person performing the evaluation may have difficulty in being objective, or he may 
have a tendency to give average scores rather than scores at either end of the scale. 
He may also misunderstand the characteristics being rated and score the person 
incorrectly. The chief value of the rating scale seems to lie in the fact that it is 
administered on a regular basis. 
The management-by-objective approach rates the person's performance by 
comparing achievement with a pre-established set of goals. In this instance it is 
important that the goals be set by the individual being evaluated or in consultation 
with him. This method does have the advantage of offering an opportunity for 
dialogue between the media specialist and the administrator, and results in a better 
understanding of the media program. 
Self evaluation, if done honestly, can offer the media specialist an opportunity for 
professional advancement or for correcting problem behavior, behavior of which he 
may not be aware. Some persons, however, using this method may be reluctant to 
recognize weaknesses or have a glorified opinion of their performance. (2) 
In an effort to determine whether media specialists are being evaluated and what 
evaluation methods, if any, are being used in South Carolina schools we conducted 
a survey of fifteen school districts in the State. Twelve media coordinators and three 
directors of instruction who have the responsibility of coordinating the media 
program for the district were contacted by telephone. The assumption was made that 
districts having media coordinators or other district level personnel coordinating the 
media program would be more likely to evaluate the performance of the media 
specialist than would the other 77 districts. 
All persons contacted indicated that some evaluation of media personnel was 
being done in their district, if only on-site evaluations. Fourteen districts indicated that 
written forms of some type were being used for this purpose. Some districts used a 
combination of several methods. 
Ten districts indicated that the principals evaluated the media personnel in their 
schools, using identical forms for media specialists and teachers. The media 
specialists in one district have adapted their teacher evaluation form to apply more 
directly to media personnel. 
In four districts the media coordinators have devised new evaluation forms using 
the job descriptions included in the State Department of Education publication Media 
Programs: an Evaluation Guide. (3) 
One district uses a self-evaluation form, but there are not personal interviews to 
discuss the self-evaluation with the media personnel. Two districts, however, are 
using the personal interview methods. 
Two districts are moving toward the management-by-objectives concept and are 
beginning to evaluate the performance of the media personnel with regard to mutually 
established goals. This concept is growing in popularity. 
In 1976 the state ofT ex as adopted a competency based certifciation program for 
media specialists. According to their publication Competencies for Learning 
Resources Specialists "Both in education and in jobs there has been an increasing 
demand for reliable indications of an individual's competency." (4) 
None of the persons contacted in the survey indicated that any type of formal 
peer evaluation was being used. 
All persons contacted indicated that they would welcome an effective instrument 
for measuring the performance of the media specialists, one coordinator even 
volunteered to serve on a committee to formulate such an instrument. 
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Personnel evaluations can make a useful contribution to the improvement of 
media programs. In an article in Library Trends, July 1971, Ernest R. DeProspo 
suggests that the goals method of evaluating personnel would provide impetus to staff 
development and growth. (5) 
One district in Connecticut (Groton) is using performance evaluations as a 
method for making human resources more productive. Also the job targets selected 
by media specialists and teachers are used as a basis for in-service education. The 
basic components of performance evaluations: job descriptions, job targets, 
implementing objectives, monitoring techniques, assessment of data and conference 
follow-up are all directed toward improving instruction. This plan requires close 
cooperation between the principal, the 11!edia coordinator, and the building-level 
media specialist. The evaluation of personnel is secondary in importance to the 
improvement of the media program. 
Media coordinators would find the Behavioral Requirements Analysis Checklist 
( 6) already mentioned useful in identifying 75 functions of the school media center and 
the competencies necessary for effective performance. This publication would be 
useful for districts attempting any evaluation of media personnel. 
We may conclude, then, that good evaluation methods are needed. Whether 
districts develop their own evaluations or use some standard forms would be of little 
consequence if the results served the district purpose - that of improving media 
programs in the district. 
References 
1. Behavioral requirements analysis checklist; a compilation of competency-based job functions and 
task statements for school library media personnel, ed. by Robert N. Case. American Library 
Association, 1973. 
2. Chisholm, Margaret E. and Donald P. Ely. Media personnel in education; a competency approach. 
1976. 
3. Ehrhardt, Margaret, and Griffin, Mary F. Media Programs: an Evaluation Guide. South Carolina 
Department of Education. 1978 
4. Texas Education Agency. Instructional Resources Division. Competencies for learning resources 
specialists. The agency. 1979. p. III 
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Lillian Hart Receives 
Friend of Libraries Award 
Mrs. Lillian Hart of Clinton, S .C., received the prestigious Friend of Libraries 
Award at the South Carolina Library Association's annual convention held recently in 
Columbia. 
A former public library trustee for nearly 20 years, Mrs. Hart was instrumental in 
the growth and development of library service in predominantly rural Laurens 
C~ur:ty, . population 49,713. This included expanding the existing public library 
bUildmg m Laurens, the county seat, building a modern branch in her home town of 
Clinton, and opening another branch in a small textile community. 
Early in her career, she spearheaded a drive to establish a Children's Library 
within the local Presbyterian College library since the town of Clinton at that time had 
no public library and the public schools had no libraries. She also led the effort to 
establish a library in a nearby state institution for mentally retarded youth. 
Orientation/Instruction 
Round-up 
Services for the Blind 
Patricia M. Ridgeway 
Head, Reference Department 
Winthrop College Library 
'What can libraries do for the visually impaired? With 60,000 volumes and 75 
periodicals, the South Carolina State Library Division for the Blind and Physically 
Handicapped provides free service to over 6,000 registered patrons with materials 
from the Library of Congress and from local volunteer recording projects. 
Communication with patrons is through In-WA TS telephone and a quarterly large 
print newsletter. The Division has deposit collections of talking books at six county 
libraries: Anderson, Charleston, Greenville, Richland, Spartanburg, and a newly 
established program at Florence. Each county library also has a talking book machine 
and talking books for demonstrations as well as applications for services from the 
South Carolina State Library. 
But I was curious about what individual libraries are doing to provide service for 
the visually handicapped. I found two libraries with programs that especially 
interested me. I'm sure other libraries also have innovative programs, and I'd like to 
hear about them. 
Thomas Cooper Library at the University of South Carolina has a braille library 
guide for their students. The guide was transcribed by the USC Student Affairs 
Division. In addition, there is a special area set aside for blind students in the 
Education Library. Staffed by the Student Affairs Division, this area has a sound-
proof room for tape recorders and other special machines, other equipment which 
allows the partially sighted to read enlarged images, a braille dictionary, and braille 
textbooks. 
Just "north of the border," the Learning Resources Center at Central Piedmont 
Community College in Charlotte, North Carolina, also seeks to serve the visually 
impaired. There are three drawers of braille cards in the catalog that refer students to 
a large braille book collection, and braille lists provide access to tapes and records in 
the Audio-Visual Center. The LRC also has a collection of large type books and 
receives talking book records of some fifteen popular magazines. Using a Dymo 
braille label maker, the staff has placed braille floor numbers in the elevator but has 
been disappointed that many have been defaced. 
Central Piedmont has a talking calculator and an Optacon, which converts 
ordinary printed materials into electrical impulses that can be "read" through the 
fingertips of visually impaired students. The South Carolina Commission for the Blind 
also has a program that trains the blind to use Optacons. 
Some TEC Center Programs 
Just as I was feeling that our bibliographic instruction program was too much for 
eight librarians to handle, I had a conversation with Fannie Mae Davis, the only 
professional librarian at Sumter Area Technical college and the director of a thriving 
library instruction program. Mrs. Davis talks to as many as 25 classes in a quarter, 
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giving tours, demonstrations, and discussing methods of locating materials on such 
diverse topics as environmental engineering, drafting, and machine shop as well as 
English and business. She says she is overcoming what was her biggest problem when 
she started at Sumter Tech being able to talk as knowledgeably about library 
resources in civil engineering or auto mechanics as she could about those in English 
literature. 
Use of audiovisual materials allows Mrs. Davis to reach so many classes. She 
uses a commercially prepared sound filmstrip and commercially prepared 
transparencies as well as some transparencies that are locally produced. She wishes 
she could find more good audio-visual items for sale since her time to prepare 
materials is limited. 
Mrs. Davis has worked in all types of libraries from elementary school on up and 
sees library instruction as a never-ending challenge, "Everywhere I've been, students 
don't know libraries." 
Moving toward the coast, I called the Harry-Georgetown Technical College 
Library where one of the two professional positions was vacant so Sylvia Zack, the 
chairman of the Learning Resource Center, was also working alone. Mrs. Zack 
estimates their instruction program reaches about 700 students a year. The biggest 
group she reaches is the freshmen who see a slide tape program that introduces them 
to the concept of a learning resource center and to facilities and services. She also 
works with the technical writing instructors who request presentations geared to 
specific subjects such as forestry and civil engineering. 
Believing that this generation of students are most receptive to television, Mrs. 
Zack would like to develop a video program that will lend itself to an individualized 
approach. 
SE Conference Proceedings 
The proceedings of the first annual Southeastern Conference on Approaches to 
Bibliographic Instruction that was held at the College of Charleston, March 16 and 17, 
1978, are available for $7.00 prepaid from the Continuing Education Office, College of 
Charleston, Charleston, S.C. 29401. 
Guide to Archives 
Now Available 
The Winthrop College Archives and Special Collections has issued a publication 
entitled The Winthrop College Archives and Special Collections: A Guide to the 
Records Relating to Winthrop College. The guide is available to the public for $2.00. 
Checks should be made payable to Winthrop College and sent to: Archives and 
Special Collections, Dacus Library, Winthrop College, Rock Hill, SC 29733. 
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Project Little Kids 
Brings Award to GCL 
On Thursday, January 18, at 3:30p.m. over 200 people gathered at the Thomas 
F. Parker Auditorium of the Greenville County Library (GCL) to attend an award 
ceremony giving special recognition to the GCL "Project Little Kids" by the 
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. 
"Project Little Kids" is unique and has been so successful that it was designated 
by the U.S. Office of Education as an "exemplary project" and a model for the nation. 
The principal regional official, Sara V. Craig, made the presentation to Mary Aiken, 
the Children's Coordinator, and Linda VonCannon, the Child Development 
Specialist, for an extraordinary demonstration of how a dedicated group of people 
could develop an idea, put it into practice, and fulfill the mission of the GCL system 
and HEW to help people. 
The program is designed to provide learning experiences for very young children 
in the public library setting by making books, toys, and other materials available to 
children ranging from six months to six years old and their parents. 
Some of the special programs and the presentation ceremony have been video 
taped and will be available at a later time for other libraries in the nation to borrow. 
This is a first for HEW and a telegram from Joseph A. Califano stated, '"Project Litte 
Kids' should truly be a source of pride for everyone who has worked so hard to make 
it work so well. We, in Washington, have too few opportunities to visit and to 
commend programs which offer so much to parents and children. The Department of 
Health, Education, and Welfare considers 'Project Little Kids' an outstanding 
program and we have plans to publicize it and to encourage other library systems to 
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The Southern Journalist As Author: 
A Bibliography 
Minna H. Mciver and 
Margy H. Nowack 
Acquisitions Department 
Clemson University Library 
This selective bibliography is to accompany J. Mitchell Reames' breakfast talk, 
"Some fourth estate aspirants to authorship," which he delivered at the South 
Carolina Library Association convention on October 14, 1978. In his speech, Mr. 
Reames mentioned several Southern-born newspapermen, who have written in other 
forms of literature. We have compiled a listing of 34 Southern-born newspapermen 
who have emerged as writers separate from their professions. 
Ashmore, Harry Scott. 
Arkansas, a Bicentennial history, New York: Norton, c1978. 202 p. 
Ashmore, Harry Scott. 
An epitaph for Dixie. 1st ed. New York: Norton, 1958. 189 p. 
Ashmore, Harry Scott. 
Fear in the air; broadcasting and the first amendment: the anatomy of a constitutional crisis. 1st ed. 
New York: Norton, 1973. 180 p. 
Ashmore, Harry Scott. 
Man in the middle. Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 1966. 58 p. 
Ashmore, Harry Scott. 
Mass communications. New York: Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions, 1966. 39 p. 
Ashmore, Harry Scott. 
Mission to Hanoi; a chronicle of double dealing in high places, a special report from the Center for the 
Study of Democratic Institutions. New York: Putnam, 1968. 369 p . 
Ashmore, Harry Scott. 
Negro and the schools. Foreward by Owen J. Roberts. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 
Press, 1954. 228 p. 
Ashmore, Harry Scott. 
Other side of Jordan. 1st ed. New York: Norton, 1960. 155 p. 
Ball, William Watts. 
The editor and the Republic; papers and address.es. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 
1954. 209 p. 
Ball, William Watts. 
The state that forgot; South Carolina's surrender to democracy. 1st ed. Indianapolis: The Hobbs-
Merrill Company, cl932. 307 p. 
Barnett, Ida B. Wells. 
On lynchings: Southern horrors. A red record. Mob rule in New Orleans. New York: Arno Press, 
1969. 24, 101, 48 p. 
Bass, Jack, jt. author 
Emerging coalition in American politics. San Francisco: Institute for Contemporary Studies, c1978. 
524 p. 
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Bass, Jack, jt. author. 
The Orangeburg massacre. New York: World Pub. Co., 1970. 272 p. 
Bass, Jack. 
Porgy comes home. South Carolina ... after 300 years. Columbia, S.C.: R.L. Bryan Co., c1972. 152 p. 
Bass, Jack. 
The transformation of southern politics: social change and political consequences since 1945. New 
York: Basic Books, c1976. 527 p. 
Bennett, Lerone. 
Before the Mayflower; a history of black America. 4th ed. Chicago: Johnson Pub. Co., 1969. 461 p. 
Bennett, Lerone. 
Black power, U.S.A., the human side of reconstruction 1867 ·1877. 1st ed. Chicago: Johnson Pub. Co., 
1%7. 401 p. 
Bennett, Lerone. 
Challenge of blackness. 1st ed. Chicago: Johnson Pub. Co., 1972. 312 p. 
Bennett, Lerone. 
Confrontation: black and white. Chicago: Johnson Pub. Co., 1965. 321 p. 
Bennett, Lerone. 
The Negro mood, and other essays. Chicago: Johnson Pub. Co., 1964. 104 p. 
Bennett, Lerone. 
Pioneers in protest. 1st ed. Chicago: Johnson Pub. Co., 1968. 267 p. 
Bennett, Lerone. 
The shaping of black America. Chicago: Johnson Pub. co., 1975. 356 p. 
Bennett, Lerone. 
What manner of man: a biography of Martin Luther King, Jr. 3rd rev. ed. Chicago: Johnson Pub. Co., 
1968. 251 p. 
Carter, Hodding. 
Angry scar; the story of reconstruction. 1st ed. Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1959. 425 p. 
Carter, Hod ding. 
Ballad of Catfoot Grimes, and other verses. 1st ed. Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1964. 66 p. 
Carter, Hodding, jt. author. 
Civilian defense of the United States. New York, Toronto: Farrar & Rinehart, 1942. 296 p. 
Carter, Hod ding. 
Commandoes of World War II. New York: Random House, 1966. 168 p. 
Carter, Hodding. 
Doomed road of empire; the Spanish trail of conquest. 1st ed. New York: McGraw-Hill, c1963. 408 p. 
Carter, Hodding. 
First person rural. 1st ed. Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1963. 249 p. 
Carter, Hodding. 
Flood crest. New York: Rinehart, 1947. 278 p. 
Carter, Hod ding, jt. author. 
Gulf coast country. New York: Duell, Sloan & Pierce, 1951. 247 p. 
Carter, Hodding. 
John Law wasn't so strong. The story of Louisiana's horn of plenty. Baton Rouge, La.: Esso Standard 
Oil Co., 1952. 108 p. 
Carter., Hodding. 
Lower Mississippi. New York, Toronto: Farrar & Rinehart, 1942. 467 p. 
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Carter, Hodding. 
Man and the river: the Mississippi. Chicago: Rand McNally, 1970. 174 p. 
Carter, Hod ding. 
Marquis de Lafayette; bright sword for freedom. New York: Random House, 1958. 182 p. 
Carter, Hodding, editor. 
Past as prelude; New Orleans, 1718·1968. New Orleans: Tulane University; distributed by Pelican 
Pub. House, 1968. 383 p. 
Carter, Hodding. 
Robert E. Lee and the road of honor. New York: Random House, 1955. 186 p. 
Carter, Hodding. 
So great a good, a history of the Episcopal Church in Louisiana and of Christ Church Cathedral 1805· 
1955. Sewanee Tenn.: University Press, 1955. 447 p. ' 
Carter, Hodding. 
So the Heffners left McComb. 1st ed. Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1965. 142 p. 
Carter, Hodding. 
South strikes back. 1st ed. Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1959. 213 p. 
Carter, Hodding. 
Southern legacy. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University, 1950. 186 p. 
Carter, Hodding. 
A tale of two cities. Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University, 1965. 29 p. 
Carter, Hodding. 
Their words were ballots; the Southern press in war; reconstruction, and peace. Athens: University of 
Georgia Press, 1969. 78 p. 
Carter, Hodding, jt. author. 
A vanishing America; the life and times of the small town. Twelve regional towns by Hodding Carter 
(and others). New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1964. 191 p. 
Carter, Hodding. 
Where Main Street meets the river. New York: Rinehart, 1953. 339 p. 
Carter, Hodding. 
Winds of force. New York: Farrar, 1944. 278 p. 
Cash, Wilbur Joseph. 
The mind of the South. New York: A.A. Knopf, 1941. 429 p. 
Cauthen, Henry Finlayson. 
John J. Dargan: his dares and his deeds: a biography. Columbia, S.C.: State Print. Co., 1975. 178 p. 
Clarke, John Henrik, editor. 
American Negro short stories. 1st ed. New York: Hill and Wang, 1966. 355 p. 
Clarke, John Henrik, editor 
Black titan: W.E.B. DuBose; and anthology by the editors of Freedomways: John Henrik Clarke (and 
others}. Boston: Beacon Press, 1970. 333 p. 
Clarke, John Henrik. 
Black-White alliances: a history perspective. 1st ed. Chicago: Institute of Positive Education, 1976. 22 
p. 
Clarke, John Henrik. 
Harlem, 1st ed. New York: Citadel Press, c1964. 223 p. 
Clarke, John Henrik. 
Harlem, a community in transition. 3rd ed. New York: Citadel Press, 1970, c1969. 253 p. 
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Clarke, John Henrik, editor. 
Harlem, U.S.A: the story of a city within a city. Berlin: Seven Seas, 1964. 361 p. 
Clarke, John Henrik, editor. 
Malcolm X: the man and his times. New York: Macmillan, 1969. 360 p. 
Clarke, John Henrik, editor. 
Marcus Garvey and the vision of Africa. 1st ed. New York: Random House, 1974. 469 p. 
Clarke, John Henrik. 
Rebellion in rhyme. Prairie City, Ill.: Decker Press, 1948. 105 p. 
Clarke, John Henrik, jt. editor. 
Slave trade and slavery. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, cl970. 113 p. 
Clarke, John Henrik, editor. 
William Styron's Nat Turner; ten black writers respond. Boston: Beacon Press, 1968. 120 p. 
Dabney, Virginius. 
America's bicentennial '76 college; the story of Hampden Sydney College in Virginia. New York: 
Newcomen Society in North America, 1973. 19 p. 
Dabney, Virginius. 
Below the Potomac, a book about the new South. New York and London: D. Appleton-Century 
Company, 1942. 332 p. 
Dabney, Virginius. 
Dry messiah; the life of Bishop Cannon. 1st ed. New York: A.A. Knopf. 1949. 353 p. 
Dabney, Virginius. 
Liberalism in the South. Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1932. 456 p. 
Dabney, Virginius. 
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Frontier on the Potomac. New York: Macmillan, 1946. 262 p. 
Daniels, Jonathan Worth. 
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Hi/ton Head Island Packet 1970-73. 1st ed. Columbia, S.C.: University of South Carolina 1974. 467 p. 
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The man of independence. 1st ed. Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1950. 384 p. 
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;he time between the wars: Armistice to Pearl Harbor. 1st ed. Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1966. 
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Washington quadrille; the dance besides the documents. 1st ed. Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1968. 
7 p. 
Daniels, Jonathan Worth. 
White House witness, 1942-1945. 1st ed. Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1975. 299 p. 
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They will be heard. America's crusading newspaper editors, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1965. 336 p. 
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Navy and nation; war time addresses. New York: George H. Doran Co., 
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Daniels, Josephus. 
Our navy at war, illus. with reproductions of originals and official photographs. Washington, D.C.: 
Pictorial Bureau, 1922. 374 p. 
Daniels, Josephus. 
Shirt-sleeve diplomat. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 1947. 547 p. 
Daniels, Josephus. 
Tar-Heel editor. Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1939. 544 p. 
Daniels, Josephus. 
Wilson era: years of peace. 1910-1917. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, c1944. 615 p. 
Daniels, Josephus. 
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Fortune, Timothy Thomas. 
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p. 
Fortune, Timothy Thomas. 
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Freeman, Douglas Southall. 
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Va.: State Tax Commission, 1911. 18 p. 
Freeman, Douglas Southall. 
This year Richmond: an authentic tourists guide to "The gateway of the South" and points of 
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49 p. 
Freeman, Douglas Southall. 
Washington. New York: Scribner, 1968. 780 p. 
Gilmore, Eddy Lanier King. 
After the Cossacks burned down the "Y". New York: Farrar, Straus, 1964. 245 p. 
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Gilmore, Eddy Lanier King. 
Me and my Russian wife. 1st ed. New York: Doubleday, 1954. 313 p. 
Gonzales, Ambrose Elliott. 
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Company, 1922, 348 p. 
Gonzales, Ambrose Elliott. 
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c1933. 255 p. 
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Lomax, Louis Emanuel. 
The Negro revolt. Rev. ed. New York: Harper & Row, 1971. 377 p. 
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Lomax, Louis Emanuel. 
The reluctant African. 1st ed. New York: Harper, 1960. 117 p. 
Lomax, Louis Emanuel. 
Thailand; the war that is, the war that will be. New York: Random House, 1967. 175 p. 
Lomax, Louis Emanuel. 
To kill a black man. Los Angeles: Holloway House Pub. Co.: [distributed by All American Distributors 
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ed. Cleveland: World Pub. Co., 1963. 223 p. 
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A church, a school. New York: Abingdon Press, 1959. 92 p. 
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Continued on Page 19 
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Reviews 
Lubans, John, ed. Progress in Educating the Library User. New York: Bowker, 1978. 
230 p. biblio. index. 78-12758. ISBN 0-8352-1102-9. $15.95. 
Progress in Educating the Library User is a collection of papers updating the 
1974 work, Educating the Library User, also edited by Lubans. According to Lubans, 
the new book seeks to discuss more critical questions about the purpose and 
direction of library use instruction, in addition to providing a state-of-the-art survey. 
The challenge to each contributor is to reach beyond a simple recounting of numbers 
from a batch of questionnaires to a more meaningful discussion of the issues. Most 
contributors succeed, but one wonders why Lubans includes the results of a survey of 
library instruction leaders in his introductory essay with too little effort to integrate it 
with his essay or with the work as a whole. 
The eight chapters that concentrate upon library isntruction in various types of 
libraries will probably most interest librarians working in bibliographic instruction. 
The essay by Anne Hyland on elementary school libraries and one by Jon Lindgren on 
college libraries are particularly valuable in their comments on what to teach. Several 
chapters present case studies of good programs. 
Another block of chapters concentrates on progress in other countries, covering 
Great Britain, Scandanavia, and Canada. The British programs that work to share 
expertise and avoid duplication of effort, described in a paper on British programs and 
in another on the Travelling Workshops Experiment, can serve both as inspiration 
and warning to United States professional organizations who are embarking on 
cooperative ventures. 
The selective bibliography which concludes the work updates the bibliography in 
the 1974 work and should be helpful to all practicioners. 
Equally useful are the lists, provided by the ALA-ACRL Bibliographic Instruction 
Section, of clearinghouses, directories and newsletters concerned with library user 
education. Progress in Educating the Library User, like its predecessor, will be 
valuable to any librarian working in library instruction. 
Journalists - From Page 18 
Workman, William Douglas. 
Trish Ridgeway 
Winthrop College Library 
The bishop from Barnwell, the political life and times of Senator Edgar A. Brown. 1st ed. Columbia, 
S.C.: R.L. Bryan Co., 1963. 335 p. 
Workman, William Douglas, editor. 
The burning of Columbia, 1865, and Sherman's march through South Carolina. Centennial edition. 
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Workman, William Douglas. 
The case for the South. New York: Devin-Adair Co., 1960. 309 p. 
Workman, William Douglas, editor. 
The settling of South Carolina: the tricentennial editions. Columbia, S.C.: The State, 1969. 4 v. in 1. 
Workman, William Douglas, editor. 
South Carolina in revolution: the bicentennial editions. Columbia, S.C .: The State, 1976. 3 v. in 1. 
Workman, William Douglas, editor. 
The South Carolina digest: a governmental survey. Columbia, S.C. : The State, 1978. 80 p. 
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State Medical Library 
Plan Implemented 
In an effort to improve the delivery of information services to health care 
practitioners in both urban and rural areas of South Carolina, the state's two 
university medical libraries have joined in developing a state plan to geographically 
divide the state and share the responsibility for the delivery of these services. 
Implemented September 1, 1978, and endorsed by the National Library of 
Medicine and the Southeastern Regional Medical Library Program, the plan is 
compatible with the National Biomedical Communications Network. 
Service Area I consists of the counties of Abbeville, Aiken, Allendale, Anderson, 
Bamberg, Barnwell, Beaufort, Berkeley, Charleston, Colleton, Dillon, Dorchester, 
Edgefield, Florence, Georgetown, Greenville, Greenwood, Hampton, Horry, Jasper, 
Laurens, McCormick, Marion, Oconee, Pickens, Saluda, and Williamsburg, to be 
served by the Medical University of South Carolina Library. 
Area II consists of the counties of Calhoun, Cherokee, Chester, Chesterfield, 
Clarendon, Darlington, Fairfield, Lancaster, Lee, Kershaw, Lexington, Marlboro, 
Newberry, Orangeburg, Richland, Spartanburg, Sumter, Union, and York, and will 
be served by the University of South Carolina School of Medicine Library. 
The types of services offered by each library include general reference 
bibliographic services including MEDLINE, document delivery (Interlibrary Loan), 
workshops, consultant services, and grant application services. 
ln-WATS lines have been installed in both libraries with twenty-four hour 
service through the use of tape recording equipment during late-night hours. The 
number of the Medical University of South Carolina is 1-800-922-0179 and the number 
of the University of South Carolina School of Medicine Library is 1-800-922-1112. 
We have an open 
line to you 
for servicing your serial sub-
scriptions. Whether it is an 
inquiry, order, claim, adjust-
ment or any other service re-
quirement EBSCO is 
available to provide prompt 
and personal assistance. 
Call collect - write - or telex 
today 
P.O. Box 2543/ 
Birmingham, Alabama 35202 
252-9010/Telex 5-9717 -\::E:2i 
FOREIGN BOOKS 
and PERIODICALS 





Building Special Collections 
ALBERT J. PHIEBIG INC. 
Box 352, White Plains, N.Y. 10602 
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SOUTH CAROLINA LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
52nd ANNUAL CONVENTION 
OCTOBER 12-14, 1978 
The 52nd Annual Convention of the South Carolina Library Association was held October 12-14, 1978 
at the Carolina Inn in Columbia, S.C. The theme of the Convention was "The Literature of the South". 
First General Session 
Dr. Lennart Pearson, President, called the Convention to order at 3:00 p.m. and then introduced 
members of the platform. 
Dr. Pearson announced that the Executive Board has accepted with much regret the resignation of 
the Executive Secretary, Mrs. Lynn Barron. He informed the membership that applicants interested in 
applying for the vacancy should submit a resume along with two references to Martin Pautz, President-
Elect, Greenville Technical College, Learning Resources Center. Notice of the vacancy and a job 
description was posted at the Convention. 
Mr. William C. Ouzts, Mayor Pro-Tem of Columbia, welcomed the members of the South Carolina 
Library Association to Columbia and presented some general information about the city. 
Mr. Larry Nix, out-going Secretary of the Southeastern Library Association, brought greetings from 
the Southeastern Executive Board. Miss Johnnie Givens, Executive Director of the Southeastern Library 
Association, was introduced. She brought encouraging remarks on the vital contributions South Carolina 
is making to the development of libraries and to the Southeastern Library Association. 
Mrs. Davy-Jo Ridge, Thomas Cooper Library, University of South Carolina introduced Mr. Robert T. 
King, Director, University of South Carolina Press, who spoke on "Where is the South?" 
Second General Session 
Mr. Martin Pautz, Vice-President, presided at this session. Dr. Robert Tucker, Furman University 
Library, introduced the speaker, Ms. Eugenia Price, Author, St. Simons Island, who spoke on "Moving 
Toward Something". 
Third General Session 
Mrs. Gerda Belknap, Second Vice-President, presided at this session. She introduced Miss Mary 
Francis Griffin, Library Consultant, South Carolina Department of Education, who introduced Dr. Louis 
D. Rubin, Jr., Distinguished Professor of English, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill who spoke on 
"Mark Twain's South". 
Convention Banquet 
Dr. Lennart Pearson presided. He introduced Senator Richard Riley, Democratic gubernatorial 
candidate for South Carolina, who made a few remarks about education and honoring knowledge. 
Dr. Richard Connors, Director of Carolina Alive, was introduced by Dr. Pearson. He presented the 
members of Carolina Alive, who furnished musical entertainment for the evening. 
Dr. Pearson and Thomas Marcil presented certificates of appreciation to the following retired 
librarians, who have been active in the Association, and conferred Honorary Life Membership upon each: 
Lois Barbare, Technical Services Librarian, South Carolina State Library, and President of SCLA-1954; 
Marian Burts, Librarian, Presbyterian College; Bertha S. Cain, Librarian, Wando High School, Mt. 
Pleasant; Jessie G. Ham, Head Cataloger, Caroliniana Library, USC, and President of SCLA-1962; Betty 
Martin, Director of Library Services, School District of Greenville County, President of SCLA-1964, and 
President of SELA 1975-76; Thelma Mayer, Reference Librarian and Bibliographer, Winthrop College; 
Henry C. Quarles, Director, Office of Textbook and AV Library, State Department of Education; Emily 
Sanders, Charleston County Librarian, and President ofSCLA-1948; Frances Shuler, Librarian, William 
Lane School, Department of Youth Services; Marguerite G. Thompson, Director, Florence County 
Library, President of SCLA-1960; and Robert C. Tucker, Librarian, Furman University, and President of 
SCLA-1956. 
Mrs. Jane Griffin, Lexington County Library, announced that Mrs. Lillian Hart of Clinton, South 
Carolina, was selected the recipient of the 1978 Friends of the Library Award. She then presented Miss 
Estellene P. Walker, South Carolina State Librarian, who shared the accomplishments and the 
contributions of Mrs. Hart. Mrs. Hart was presented with a plaque in recognition of her untiring services to 
libraries. 
Convention Breakfast 
Dr. Lennart Pearson opened the meeting with the blessing. Ms. Ilene Nelson, Spartanburg County 
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Public Library, introduced Mr. J. Mitchell Reames, Director, James A. Rogers Library, Francis Marion 
College, who spoke on "Some Fourth Estate Aspirants to Authorship". 
Fourth General Session 
Saturday, October 14, 1978 
Dr. Lennart Pearson, President, called the meeting to order. He introduced the officers and then 
entertained a motion to dispense with the minutes and to approve them as they were published in the spring 
issue of The South Carolina Librarian, which passed. 
Report on South Carolina Governor's and White House Conferences 
0 -
Miss Betty Callaham, Coordinator of the South Carolina Governor's Conference reported that plans 
for the conference were on schedule, despite the change of site, and date from the Fall of 1978 to the Spring 
of 1979 because of the closing of the Wade Hampton Hotel. The Conference has been rescheduled for 
March 16-18, 1979 at the Carolina Inn. All speakers have agreed to make the change and have confirmed 
that they will participate. 
She expressed appreciation for the splendid cooperation and support of each individual that has been 
involved in the planning of the Conference. 
The Advisory Committee designated 300 delegates to attend the Conference. According to the 
National Commission guidelines, only one-third of these can be library-related librarians, trustees, past-
librarians, past-trustees, etc. The Executive Committee of the type of libraries, sections and the 
Associations served as Nominating Committees to name individuals for 100 professional delegates to 
represent their library at the Governor's Conference. The Committees- coped with geographical 
representation, ethnic representation, small/large, elementary/ secondary library, public/ private library 
and other factors. 
The Advisory Committee decided that one-half (100) of the citizen delegates should be selected in 
advance of the regional meetings. Statewide organizations, associations, legislators, mayors, councilmen, 
planning districts, Friends of Libraries, etc, were asked to submit names of individuals who could speak for 
and represent their group at the Conference. From the names submitted, 100 citizen delegates were 
selected. An additional 100 citizen delegates will be selected from the ten regional Conferences to be held 
this Fall. 
The National Committee allocated South Carolina a delegation of nine, six citizens and three 
professionals to represent the state at the National Conference in Washington. 
Each Regional Planning Committee will name three (3) citizens and two (2) professionals from their 
district to form a pool of nominees. From the nominees, the Delegate Selection Committee will choose 12 
citizens and six professionals as a slate to be presented at the Conference. There will be provisions for 
nomination by petition, if any group or individuals feel that someone has been over looked. The nine 
national delegates will be selected at the Conference to take South Carolina's ideas and views to 
Washington. Miss Callaham urged -full participation and attendance in the regional conferences. 
She announced that Mr. J. Mitchell Reames, Director, James A. Rogers Library, Francis Marion 
College will serve as chairman of the Resolution Committee. This Committee will take the findings of the 
regional meetings, the questions, the issues, the concerns, the opinions and express them as tentative 
resolutions to be considered at the Conference. 
The President's Report of the Association 
Dr. Lennart Pearson stated that five major objectives had been accomplished: 
1. To implement changes approved last year by setting up new sections. 
Children and Young People Penny Albright 
Library Administration: Carl Stone 
Public Services: Ilene Nelson 
Technical Services: Patricia Rice 
2. To update and codify the groundrules by which the Association operates in four areas: 
a. In Sections and Round Tables 
b. In Standing Committees 
c. The revision of the Association's Handbook. This project is well underway. Sylvia Zack led the 
committee. 
d. The new dues structure has required some rethinking of budget policies and procedures. 
3. To convert the record keeping system to machine-readable form. Dr. Pearson expressed thanks 
to Barry Baker (who has left the state) and his mid-year successor~Thomas Marcil, who worked 
with Lynn Barron to make this possible. 
4. To implement a rotation system for service on Standing Committees and to make these working 
groups as representative as possible. 
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5. To work with other agencies in the state and region who are involved with library programs: 
- SCLA is a co-sponsor of the Governor's Conference on Libraries. 
- The Association worked with Southeastern in various ways, including the Solar Technology 
Transfer Seminar, and with the Convention. 
The Association worked jointly with the Library School of USC in publicizing workshops and 
also with the Conference on Bibliographic Information at the College of Charleston. 
The Executive Board has authorized the appointment of a committee to enter into arrangement 
for a joint conference with the North Carolina Library Association either in the Fall of 1981 or 
1983. The matter will be taken up by the NCLA Executive Board in December. 
Loose Ends 
1. To secure an Executive Secretary. Dr. Pearson pointed out that there has been no way as much 
work could have been done this year without the help of Lynn Barron, whose resignation the 
Executive Board so reluctantly accepted. He commended her for a job well done. The audience 
gave her a round of applause in appreciation of her service. 
2. To secure non-profit status from IRS. 
3. To encourage Sections and Round Tables to do longer-range planning for activities and programs 
beyond what can be offered at the Convention. 
4. To enlarge membership. This can be accomplished by identifying librarians and library staff people 
who are new to the field or new to the state . The new By-Laws provide for a Membership 
Committee to be headed by the Second Vice-President, which will work toward this goal. 
5. To expand communications, by finding better channels of publicity for programs and better ways 
of staying in touch between conventions. 
6. The Executive Board needs to consider a workable policy concerning reserve funds. 
- Funds should be used by the Association to serve its members. 
Projects conceived sometimes were not always worked out, the Association needs to make 
decisions on these. 
The accumulated funds to some seem too substantial. They are used for: 
Executive Secretary's salary 
Convention expenses 
Production of new handbook 
(when ready for production) 
The Executive Board needs to establish a policy on an appropriate reserve, and to see that the 
remainder is made available for activities which will help the Association grow. 
Dr. Pearson stated, in summary, this has been a gratifying year and that he believes that the 
Association is moving on the right track. 
Treasurer's Report 
Thomas Marcil reported that the Association has remained within the projected budget. Funds taken 
include: membership dues - $4,500; exhibitor's fees - $4,350; registration fees - $2,520 and conventions 
meals- $3,691. The Convention alone has netted $10,500. In addition to that, other items of income have 
accrued to a total of about $17,000. Disbursements total about $9,000, however, convention expenses have 
not been included. 
The Reserve Fund totals about $13,000 and it has not accumulated very much since last year. 
Membership at the close of the Convention was 838 personal members, 47 institutional members, 62 
honorary life members for a total of 950 in membership. 
Mr. Marcil urged the members to pay dues at the beginning of the year and he pointed out that 25% of 
the members haven't been paying until the last month before the convention. 
Special Committee Reports 
Continuing Education: Mrs. Susan Roberts announced to the membership that SCLA has seed 
monies of $500 for workshops; $500 for grant-in-aid, which is only designated for continuing education 
course work and attendance of workshops/ institutes. 
Editorial: Larry Mitlin reported that two issues of the SOUTH CAROLINA LIBRARIAN have been 
published. He urged the membership to continue to send articles for publication. 
Nominating Committee: Mrs. Lynn Barron made the report for Mrs. Margaret Ehrhardt, Chairman 
of the Nominating Committee who was unable to attend. 
President: Mr. Martin R. Pautz 
Director, Learning Resources Center 
Greenville Technical College 
Vice-President & President Elect: Mr. John Landrum 
South Carolina State Library 
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Second Vice President: 
Secretary: 
Mrs. Verena Bryson 
Miss Mary Francis Griffin 
Library Consultant 
Treasurer: 
State Department of Education 
Mr. Thomas Marcil 
Thomas Cooper Library 
University of South Carolina 
Mrs. Barron pointed out that only 281 ballots were returned. 
There being no nominations from the floor, it Was moved to accept the nominations as presented by 
the Committee. The motion passed unanimously. 
Dr. Pearson recognized the newly elected chairmen of sections and round tables: 
College Library: Frankie Cubbedge 
Public Libraries: Norris Wootton 
Special Libraries: Lynn Garrote 
Children & Young People: Ann Shaver 
Library Administration: Robin Mills 
School: Etrulia Dozier 
Technical Services: Frank Hite 
Trustee: Ruby Crook 
JMRT: Sherre Dryden 
Library Education: Charles Curran 
Government Documents: Frances Ellison 
Public Services: Illene Nelson 
Dr. Pearson expressed appreciation to each of the Convention Committee Chairmen and others for 
their untiring hours of work to make the Convention a success. 
A total of 504 members registered for the Convention. After drawing for the door prize, the meeting 
adjourned at 11:15. 
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beautifully4i411-..~­
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Section and Roundtable Reports 
Children and Young People Section 
The chairman of this new section was appointed on February 2, 1978. A steering committee was 
quickly appointed to consist of Ginger Shuler, Alleene Holland, Mary Aiken and Betty Foran. The latter 
two were not as able to meet due to time and distance, so Sharon Taylor was added to the committee. It 
took some time and several meetings to just get a feel for what the committee needed to do. 
The first two areas that came to immediate attention had to do with the formal structure of the section, 
the by-laws and officers. With the help of the Constitution and By-laws Committee's draft, the by-laws were 
designed. The next need was for officers for the section. Names were presented by the steering committee 
and the nominees accepted. This being the first year of the section, only one name was presented for each 
office. It has been suggested that in future years this practice should continue. As these business areas 
were discussed, a third area needing attention was most obvious. 
After the section is created and formalized it needs members. Besides a very positive statement in the 
new handbook's description of the section, several approaches were discussed in how to interest 
prospective members to this section. A pre-conference workshop was discussed, as was a pre-conference 
organizational meeting so that convention time could be devoted entirely to a program of interest. The 
negative factor of these was that the majority of the section's members are school librarians and would not 
be excused from school to attend. This was and will be a determent to planning pre-convention activities. 
But it was the lack of funds this first year that dampened convention program planning. In the end the 
School Section graciously allowed us to share their convention speaker and thus solved our convention 
program problem for this year. 
In order to interest those librarians dealing with children and young people in this section, a mailing 
was sent off to all school and public libraries. This announced the section's creation and the convention 
program and the organizational meeting at the convention. At the organizational meeting about fifty 
interested members voted on the by-laws with some revisions. They voted, too, on accepting the slate of 
officers presented: Ann Shaver for chairman, Mary Aiken for vice-chairman and Iris Shirley for secretary. 
Looking on to next year, the committee has provided the impetus for dealing with the International 
Year of the Child, 1979, as a program theme. 
A major part of the discussions by the steering committee has been concerned with the feeling of some 
school librarians that this section is unnecessary, since the majority of the membership in both it and the 
School Section are the same people. It is the steering committee's feeling that this Section need not be 
redundent. Each Section can provide stimulus, benefiting the individual who belongs to both. 
College and University Section 
The year began with a letter being sent in January to all academic library directors requesting that they 
contact congressmen and senators for continued support of Title IIA. In late March a questionnaire was 
sent to all section members to learn their preferences for a convention program topic, type program, 
suggestions for speaker or panel, and interest in a spring workshop for 1979. Among the topics suggested 
were resources and services, cooperation and networking, the role of the library in the college and 
university, technology and academic libraries, and economic support of academic libraries. The results will 
be helpful for future planning . 
On May 4 the executive committee met at the State Library to select 18 delegates to represent the 
section at the Governor's Conference. Barbara Williams met with Shirley Tarlton, past chairman, Frankie 
Cubbedge, vice-chairman, and the present chairman. 
On October 13 at the Section business meeting, section by-laws were adopted, and a drafted section 
statement for the revised SCLA Handbook was approved. A report was heard from Robert Tucker, 
chairman of the Nominating Committee, and the following were elected as next year's section officers: 
Martha Evatt, vice-chairperson, Central Wesleyan College and William F. Abernathy, secretary, Columbia 
Bible College. Also serving on the nominating committee were Susan Roberts and Virginia Brooker. It was 
noted that the new dues structure for the Association will provide additional funding beyond what has been 
available previously for an expanded program of section activities, including speakers of national 
reputation. Section members were urged to pay their association dues early in the year. 
Using suggestions from the March questionnaire, the convention program focused on "The Multiple 
Roles of the Academic Librarian." Topics and panel members included; "The Librarian in Public 
Relations," Frank Anderson, Wofford College; "The Librarian in Continuing Education," Barbara 
Williams, South Carolina State College; and "The Teaching Role of the Academic Libarian," Thelma 
Elkins, Baptist College of Charleston. Informal discussion followed panel presentations. 
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Public Libraries Section 
1978 was a busy year for public librarians in South Carolina. The following list highlights some of the 
activities that placed demands on our time and energy. 
1. Passage of the "Uniform Library Act of 1978" by the General Assembly. 
2. Passage of an amendment to the State Budget increasing State Aid to County Libraries from 
35¢/capita to 50¢/capita. 
3. The creation in SCLA of by-activity sections and the effort of public librarians to be involved in 
these. 
4. Planning and work in preparation for the Governor's Conference on Libraries, including regional 
pre-conferences. 
5. Organization of an· independent association of public library administrators. 
As a result of this busy year, there was very little opportunity left for any major Public Library Section 
projects. 
Nevertheless, the officers of the section were concerned that everything possible be done to make the 
section viable in the future. 
As a result, the main emphasis this year (1978) was on organizing for the future. We addressed 
ourselves to the problem of: 1. structure, 2. continuity, 3. transition. 
A reorganization plan was sent to the membership in September, to be voted upon in October at the 
annual meeting. 
The membership approved the changes in the By-Laws to bring about reorganization. 
Essentially, the changes (1) increase the size of the executive committee, (2) provide better continuity, 
(3) expand formal participation, and (4) provide a planning mechanism. 
At the annual convention in Columbia, the Public Library Section presented a program on 
automation. A panel presentation was used and the panel was made up of: (1) Alice Nolte, S.C. State 
Library, moderator, (2) Larry Nix, Greenville County Library, panelist, (3) Robert Bell, Appalachian 
Computer Commission, panelist, (4) George Viele, Greensboro (N.C.) Public Library, panelist. 
A business meeting followed the program. At this meeting, the By-Laws were approved as amended 
and officers for 1979 were elected New Officers are: Norris Wootton, chairman; Tom Gilson, 
vicechairman; Carol Gaines, secretary-treasurer; Bill Cooper, delegate-at-large; Catherine Lewis, 
delegate-at-large. 
The chairman, vice-chairman, and secretary were nominated by the nominating committee chaired by 
Bill Cooper. The delegates were nominated from the floor and elected following the revision of the by-laws. 
On November 2, 1978, an unprecedented joint meeting of out-going and in-coming Executive Boards 
was called by Dennis Bruce to aid in the transition from old to new. 
Public Services Section 
1978 has been an exciting year of anticipation and planning for the organization of the South Carolina 
Library Association's Public Services Section. The steering committee, David Lyon, Trish Ridgeway, and 
Ilene Nelson (chairperson), met and corresponded during the spring and summer laying the groundwork 
for the section's organization at the 1978 convention of the South Carolina Library Association. 
Among the committee's accomplishments were the creation of a statment of the section's objectives 
for inclusion in the association's handbook, the drafting of by-laws, and the planning of the section's 
program meeting for the October convention. Other activities of the committee's members included 
representation of the section by Ilene Nelson at the meeting of ALA-RASD's Council of State and Regional 
Groups during the June convention of the American Library Association and Trish Ridgeway's 
composition of a brief article about the section's convention program which appeared in the fall issue of the 
South Carolina Librarian. 
At the organization meeting of the section held on Thursday, October 12, 1978, twenty-three 
members were present. During this meeting the members approved the section's statement of objectives, 
the by-laws and the charter membership of the Section in ALA-RASD's Council of State and Regional 
Groups. An election of officers was also held with the following persons elected to fill offices for 1979: Ilene 
Nelson, chairperson; Trish Ridgeway, vice-chairperson/chairperson-elect; and Sharon Bennett, 
secretary. 
On Friday, October 13, approximately one hundred people attended the Public Services Section's 
program meeting, "Besieged, Bothered and Bewildered: Coping with Patron-Related Crises." As 
introduction to the subject, the film "People, Problems and Policy" was shown. Following the film, panelists 
Lynn Satterfield, Columbia Area Mental Health Center; Laurance Mitlin, Winthrop college; Sgt. Rick 
Johnson, Richland County Sheriff's Department, and Jan Buvinger, Charleston County Library, made 
presentations and then answered questions from the audience. 
As the Public Services Section looks forward to 1979, plans are being made for a workshop on library 
sign systems to be held in Columbia on April 20. 
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School Library Section 
At the request of the membership, the feasibility of a merger with the South Carolina Association of 
School Librarians has been investigated. It has been noted that in accordance with the constitution of the 
South Carolina Library Association, a section will remain an active section as long as 50 members are 
retained. At present the section has 226 members, and will continue to function as a section. 
At the 1978 convention in Columbia, the School Library Section voted to co-sponsor the Arbuthnot 
Lecture to be held at the College of Librarianship of the University of South Carolina next spring. No 
finances are involved. 
The chairman and vice-chairman of the Section met last June to help in selcting delegates to the 
Governor's Conference to be held next spring. 
A committee has written a set of By-Laws which have been studied and voted on by the membership at 
the 1978 convention. The by-laws were approved. 
The School Library Section had a very good program at the 1978 convention. A morning session, 
involving five discussion groups, was conducted. Leaders for these groups were selected jointly with the 
Children's and Young People's Section. John G. Keller, Editor of Children's Books for Little, Brown, and 
Co. was featured speaker. 
Technical Services Section 
The organizational meeting of the Technical Services Section of the South Carolina Library 
Association was held October 13, 1978 at the Carolina Inn in Columbia, S.C. This first meeting was strictly 
a business meeting called for the purpose of adopting by-laws and electing officers. Three members of the 
Section's Steering Committee shared the podium. They were Patricia Rice (Acting Chairperson), Paul 
Dove, and Jane Mason. Approximately 28 people were present. 
The meeting was called to order by Patricia Rice. The first item on the agenda was the adoption of the 
draft by-laws. A motion was made that Article VI which read "The members present at any meeting shall 
constitute a quorum" be amended to read "Fifteen ( 15) members shall constitute a quorum." After a short 
discussion, the amendment was approved by a show of hands, all but one voting in favor. A vote was then 
taken on the draft by-laws as amended and these were approved by majority vote. 
Election of permanent officers was the second item on the agenda. Nominees for chairperson were 
Bud Walton and Frank Hite. Frank Hite was elected by ballot. Nominees for vice-chairperson/chairman-
Elect were Bud Walton and Betty Williams. Betty Williams was elected by ballot. Nominee for secretary 
was Charles King. He was elected by a show of hands. 
The last item on the agenda was a report by Jane Mason summarizing the results of the interest 
questionnaires sent out to the membership prior to the meeting. These questionnaires revealed the AACR 
2 and automated acquisitions were the two subjects of most interest to the members. The type of program 
format most preferred was that of the workshop. 
The meeting was officially adjourned when Ms. Rice turned the Technical Services Section over to its 
newly elected officers. 
Government Documents Round Table 
The Government Documents Round Table originated with a meeting called by Frances Ellison of 
Winthrop College at the South Carolina Library Association annual convention at Myrtle Beach on 
October 14, 1977. Twenty-two people attended this Government Documents Interest Group, set its goals, 
initiated the process of becoming a round table, and named a steering committee to give directon to the 
fledging organization. 
On October 24, a petition with thirty-seven signatures was sent to Margaret Ehrhardt, president, 
South Carolina Library Association, seeking status as a round table for the interest group. The Executive 
Board voted on December 17, 1977 to establish the Government Documents Round Table of South 
Carolina Library Association. 
The Steering Committee meet on January 13, April10, and August 14 of 1978 to plan a membership 
drive, discuss ideas for workshops, discuss possible speakers for meeting and workshops, plan the 
convention program, nominate a slate of officers, and make recommendations for the round table by-laws. 
The membership drive included everyone who attended the Interest Group meeting in Myrtle Beach 
and who signed the petition; placing a notice in the State Library's News for South Carolina Libraries; and 
placing a notice and membership blank in South Carolina Librarian. As of October 11, we had thirty-one 
members. 
At the annual convention, thirty-three people attended the Government Documents Round Table 
meeting on October 14. At that time, the group adopted by-laws for the round table, elected officers, and 
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discussed possible workshops and committees. After a brief explanation by Estellene Walker, state 
librarian, of State documents depository legislation, the round table went on record in support of the 
proposed depository legislation that it is to be introduced in the General Assembly in 1979. 
Officers elected for 1979 are Frances Ellison, chairwoman; John McCormick, vice-chairman; and 
Marilyn Stebbins, Secretary. 
The Steering Committee, which includes Norman Belk, Lester Duncan, Frances Ellison, John 
McCormick, George Needham, Marilyn Stebbins, and Mary Toll, is optimistic about the future of the 
Government Documents Round Table and its contributions to librarianship in South Carolina. 
Junior Members Round Table 
One of the highlights of the year was the Workshop on Rare Books and Gift Books held March 21, 
1978 at the Quality Inn in Columbia. Approximately ninety people attended the three panel discussions. 
Panel members included John Bonner, retired Rare Books Librarian, University of Georgia; Tom 
Broadfoot, Broadfoot Bookmark; Harry Cooper, Internal Revenue; David Estes, Rare Books Librarian, 
Emory University; Charles Grubbs, Head of the Local Information and History Section, Greenville County 
Library; E.L. Inabinet, Librarian, South Caroliniana Library, University of S.C.; Dr. Charles Lesser, S.C. 
Archives and History Department; and Roger Mortimer, Rare Books Librarian, Thomas Cooper Library, 
University of S.C. The panel moderator was Mitchell Reames, Librarian, Francis Marion College. Alan 
Rost, Map Chairman, did an excellent job in planning the workshop. 
Maps were finally distributed at the Public Library Director's Meeting in May, thus ending the JMRT 
Writers' Map project. 
The fall luncheon featured Peggy Parish, noted children's author, her topic- "Amelia Steps Out: A 
Look at NewT rends in Children's Literature." A business meeting followed with the election of officers for 
1978-79. Vice-Chairman Sherre Dryden became chairman. New by-laws were voted on. During 1978 the 
Constitution and By-Laws Committee of SCLA proposed a model by-laws on which each section and 
round table was to vote. One change made from the previous by-laws was the omission of a treasurer 
because of the need to have this officer bonded. A questionnaire requesting suggestons on program format 
and activities for JMRT next year was given to the members attending the business meeting. 
All officers of the executive board did an excellent job. Sherre Dryden served as vice-chairman, Ida 
Williams as secretary and Julie Zachowski as treasurer. Tom Gilson served as publicity chairman and did 
an outstanding job. 
On-Line Users Group 
Librarians interested in forming an on-line users group as part of the South Carolina Library 
Association held an organizational meeting during the 1978 SCLA Annual Convention. Eighteen people 
turned out for the meeting which was held at 6:00p.m. on Friday, October 13. It was agreed that there is 
enough interest to form an on-line users group and that its logical place within the association is as a 
subdivision of the Public Services Section. 
The subdivision's activities will include education and training·, sharing of materials and ideas, and 
promotion of communication through such activities as the publication of a directory of on-line services in 
South Carolina. Laurance Mitlin has agreed to publish the directory in The South Carolina Librarian. 
A four-person steering committee was chosen to direct the subdivision until it is formally organized. 
The committee consists of Sarah Clark, Richland County Public Library; Kenneth Murr, Clemson 
University; Trish Ridgeway, Winthrop College; and Mike Havener, University of South Carolina, acting 
chairperson. 
SCLA Dues -- A Bargain 
SCLA members facing the first year of a dues increase may receive some 
comfort when they consider what our neighbor, the North Carolina Library 
Association, charges. 
Non-librarians and inactive librarians pay dues of $10 per year in North Carolina. 
Librarians pay according to the following scale: earning to $12,000--$15.00; to $20,000-
·$20.00; over $20,000--$30.00. 
NCLA holds its convention every two years with workshops in the off-years. Its 
publication, North Carolina Libraries, is published quarterly. 
From the ALA Councilor 
Betty E. Callaham 
South Carolina State Library 
During the 1979 ALA Mid-Winter Conference in Washington, S.C., a meeting of 
Southeastern state association presidents and councilors was called by Helen 
Lockhart, SELA presidnet. South Carolina was represented by Barbara Williams, our 
new councilor-at-large, and Betty Callaham, your chapter councilor. 
The purpose of the meeting was to consider ways in which the Southeastern 
states might achieve greater influence and more visibility in ALA. Presently, the ten 
Southeastern states have only six out of one hundred councilors-at-large and a 
proportionately small number of offices and committee assignments. Among the 
strategies discussed was a concerted campaign to nominate Southeastern 
candidates, various methods of publicizing their qualifications, and bloc-voting in an 
effort to ensure their election. 
Each of these suggestions has merit, but it is my opinion that the Southeast's 
problem is more basic than matters of nomination, publicity, or bloc-voting. The real 
difficulty is that the Southeastern states have a very low percentage of ALA 
membership. The SELA is the largest regional association in the nation, but this is not 
reflected in ALA. If we are to attain a role and influence equivalent with our regional 
strength we must first have personal members who will be active in association affairs, 
represent our views, and vote for our nominees. In this instance, strength depends 
upon numbers. 
Many reasons are advanced for not joining ALA. Depending upon personal 
viewpoint, it is too activist or not activist enough in areas of social responsibility. It is 
undemocratic, faction-ridden, or unresponsive. Or the dues are too high, or the 
conferences too expensive, or the programs dull. 
It may be any or all of these things, but the American Library Association is the 
largest professional organization in the country. It is the best known voice for libraries 
and librarians on the national scene. With full professional support, it could be the 
most influential voice in the development of national library policies and programs. If 
there is something about ALA you dislike, the only· way to change it is to join, 
participate, get involved. Abstinence merely strengthens the opposite view. 
Therefore, I urge you join the ALA. Take part in its activities. Help give the 
Southeast its place in the sun. Membership forms can be obtained from Carl Stone, 
ALA membership chairman, or from me at the State Library, P.O. Box 11469, 
Columbia 29211. 
Continuing Education Workshop Funds 
The South Carolina Library Association has allocated $500.00 for workshop 
seed funds. Sections, roundtables, or other membership groups of the association 
interested in sponsoring a continuing education event may apply to the Continuing 
Education Committee for these funds. Loan funds are repaid to SCLA after the 
continuing education event. Applications for seed monies are available from Susan 
Roberts, University of South Carolina at Aiken, 171 University Parkway, Aiken, S.C. 
29801. 
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Reasons For Membership In The 




This is our state unified library profession, preventing our existing in a vacuum. 
It offers experiences with public, special, college and university librarians as well 
as an extensive interchange of ideas which can increase our awareness of library 
service and librarianship as well as provide friendships and acquaintances with a 
variety of librarians. 
It is a type of continuing education for librarians who are unable to attend 
regional and national meetings. 
Please join the united profession of librarianship of our state by becoming a 
member of the SCLA with a membership in the school section. 
PLEASE! IF YOU WILL-
Volunteer to work on a committee of the school section of the South Carolina 
Library Association. Choose one of these committees: Hospitality, Legislative, 
Library Standards, Local History, Membership, Program, Scrapbook. 
Send me suggestions of names and addresses of libarians you would like to see 
become leaders in the school section. 
Get to know the local public librarian-both of you can help each other. 
Join the local historical society, even if you are unable to attend meetings, the 




Faxon wrote the book. 
With costs increasing as library budgets shrink, modern l ibrarians are 
called upon to use their professional skills more than ever. 
That's why Faxon's fast, accurate, flexible subscription service makes 
sense for so many busy libraries. Ordering through Faxon helps manage 
costs, and frees librarians for important management tasks. 
Write or call today for our LIBRARIANS' GUIDE and SERVICE BROCHURE. 
Faxon. For subscript ion service .. . the professional way. 
Library business is our only business -since 1881. 
00 F.~.:!..!!~!.~!.~~!.~ v, me. 
15 Southwest Park. Westwood. Massachusetts 02090 • Tel : 800-225-6055 (t o l l-free) 
Mid-Atlantic Reg. Mgr.: Roy J . Reinalda 
901 Broad St., Shrewsbury, NJ 07701 • Tel: 201-741 -0997 
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WI'BEOUT 
!OWDTYOU OVEBI 
- Our people are out on the road, around the country, telling 
librarians that Brodart can offer the same wide title selection, the same high first pick 
percentage and the same fast delivery, as the biggest book wholesaler We know 
we can_ We're doing it now for thousands of school, public, academic and 
special libraries 
But our people will also tell you that Brodart doesn't s•op there. 
We give you something more for your money 
We give you more effort-prompt, concerned, personal service. We 
give you more "extras"- for example, the most complete, most versatile technical 
services in the industry; books only, books completely cataloged and processed, or kits 
only; pre-binding of books or rebinding r---------------------------------------, 
of paperbacks with our exclusive : PLBASISDD '!BI8 COUPOJJ OB Wlii'll '!0: 
F1exiWeld process· helpful administrative : BRODART, INC, Dept 
. . ' 1 1609 Mernonal Avenue 
servJces like order preparation and Williamsport, PA 17701 
monthly order status rejX)rtS. It all adds Please send me more information on your Book Services 
up to more value! 
We're out to win you over. 
And we don't expect to do it with "more 
of the same:' Send us the COUJXln, and let 





City State Zip __ 
---------------------------------------
IIJ !Ill LIBlWtf COlllllUY 
1609MEMORIALAVE., WIWAMSFQRT, PA 17701 123650 HATCHER ST. OTYOFINDUSTIW.CA9!749 6EDMONDSONST. BRANTFORD, ONTARION3T5N3 
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SCLA Membership List 
ABBEVILLE -GREFNWOOO REG LIB 
ABERNATHY, HA'\RY H. 
ABERNATHY, W F'\AHER 
ACKERMAN DOROTHY 
ADAMS ALICE B. 
ADAMS, BARBARA ANN 
ADAMS, ELIZABETH C. 
ADAMS, ~A'\IAN S. 
ADDIS, BETH 




AlBRIGHT, PF.N~Y E 
ALDRIDGE, SHELIA A 
AlEXA~DER, DORAN 
ALLBAUGH, LENORE S 
AllEN, ANNE 
ALLEN, DRUC!LLA KING 
ALLFN, ETHEL M. 
ALLEN, JOSEPH LEE 
ALLENDALE ~AMPTON-JA SPER 
ALVERSON, MILDRED 
AMBROSf, <ULA MAE 
ANDERSON COLLEGE LIBRARY 
ANDERSON COUNTY LIB. 
ANDERSOIII, FRANK 
ANDERSON, MARCIA JENEAL 
ARANT, IRIS S 
ARMISTEAD, MYRA 
ASHLEY, CARRIE GENE 
ASKINS, DOROTHY C. 
AUMAN, MRS FRED W 
BABR, JULIA E. 
BA BB, WANDA 
BAGWELL ANNE 
BAINBRIDGE MARTHA H. 
BA IR, ·ALANNA TURNER 
BAIRD RENNIE W. 
BAKER, BARRY B. 
BAND, RICHARD 
BARBARO' LOIS 
BARRON, LYNN S 
BASS, CAROLYN M 
BATTLE, BFTTIE A. 
BECKER, MARGARET H 
BECKHAM, A'lN L. 
BECKHAM, BA~BARA ANNE 
BEDENBAUGH, EONA 
BEDENBAUGH, LINDA 
BELK, F'\ANCIS NORMAN 
BELKNAP GERDA MOORE 
BELL, MRS. LUCIA 
BELLAMY, MRS PEGGY W 
BELLINGER, MARTHA MURPHY 
BENJAMfN, MRS. EUNICE M. 
BENNETT, SHARON 
BENSON MARY H. 
BERRY, MARY WALLACE 
BETTENCOURT, NANCY J. 
BfRD, MRS. SARA P. 
BISHOP ELIZAB~'TH H. 
BISHOP MARY M. 
BI~SELL, JEAN GALLOWAY 
BLACKMAN ANNIF F. 
BLAIR NANCY J. 
BLAKENEY, 0~ WILLIAM R 
BOB JON~S UNIVERSITY 
BOETTCHER, ~A'\RY JOE 
BOLDEN, ~qs ETHEL M 
BONNOIT RD~ERTA 
BOONE, DONNA 'lANCE 
BOONE, SH I'\l EY W. 
BOOTLE, INA L 
As of December 31, 1978 
NORTH MAIN ST. 
BOX 4 83 
COL. BIBLE COL., BOX 3122 
4141 PINEHAVEN CT. 
230 W MT VIEW AVE 
R-10 PLANT STREET 
6018 CRABTREE 
BOX 1500 S.C. STATE COL. 
15 B 4 BAILEY COURT 
P.O. DR4WER 696 
BOX 909, 224 L4URENS SW 
220 ANN STREET 
2100 WASHINGTON RD. 
RT 1, BOX 299-B 
212 ST JAMES ST 
RT 1, BOX 40 
107 LIMEHOUSE REACH RD 
PLANTATION APTS #196 
260 WOODLAND TERRACE APTS 
841 WARLEY CIRCLE 
103 STADIUM VIEW DRIVE 
REGIONAL LIBR4RY 
132 CLEMSON ST 
PO BOX 186 
316 BOULEVARD 
202 E. GREENVIllE ST. 
229 MOHAWK DR. 
360 W. CAMBRIDGE 
326 ST ANDREWS DR 




405 HELLAMS ST. 
RT 3 RIDGE RD 
2728 DEVINE ST. 
BOX 464-CRYOVAC 
RT. 2, BOX 1248 
BOX 1422 
111 RHODODENDRON l4NE 
313 S. WHITE ST. 
3519 WILMOT AVE. 
lOB DANTZLER ST 
3508 FOX HAll RD 
2107-DAVIE LANE 
CELANESE PLASTICS CO. 
111 MARIETTA ST. 
3207 MONROE ST 
BOX 312 
BOX 312 
A-119 HAMPTON FORREST 
1400 SUMTER ST. 
176 COLUMBIA 
BOX 667 
1457 GREGG ST 
130 N. ERVIN ST. 
70 ASHLEY AVE, APT C 
BOX 76 
BOX 1452 
110 WEST FIRST AVE 
B01 HILTON AVE 
RT. 2, BOX 112 
R T. 7, BOX 281 
BOX 16B 
2 B 4 ~AILEY CRT. 
1714 PINEWOOD OR. 
111 GOLF COURSE RD 
MACK MEMORIAL LIBRARY 
1314 LONGWOOD LANE 
2123 BARHAMVILLE RD 
11 FRANKLIN ST. 
313 S. WACCAMAW AVE, 
300 14TH AVE. NORTH 
6~ SAV4~NAH HIGHWAY 
GREENWOOD, SC 
GREAT FALLS, SC 
COLUMBIA, SC 











GEORGETOWN, S C 
OLANTA, S C 
COLUMBIA, SC 
CHARLESTON, S.C. 














SOCIETY HILL, SC 





LAKE CITY, SC 
BOONE, NORTH CAROLINA 
LANCASTER, S.C. 
COLUMBU, SC 











MYRTLE BCH, SC 
ORANGEBURG, S.C. 
DARLINGTON, SC 
CHARLESTO.N, S C 
FAIR FOR!!ST, SC 
SPARTAN!II.IRGo SC 
EASLEY, S.C. 











COLUMS IA, SC 
MYRTLE BEACH, SC 
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BORCHA'\DT, KURT 
BOSTIC, MS DOROTHY W 
BOSWELL, AcTTY G. 
BOWEN, NANCY D. 
BOYO, K~NNETH W. 
BOYD, PAULcTTF W. 
BOYKIN, LOUISE 'l. 
BOYTER MARTHA D. 
BRANTON MILOR~O M. 
BRASWELL, LAURA A. 
BREEDINo WILLIAM DIX'lN 
BREWER, HHE~ 
BR~WER, JANIC~ GAIL 
BRIDGES, JACQUELINE F. 




BROWN, CECIL R. 
BROWN, ElEANOR S. 
BROWN, JU!W 
BROWN, MRS. ALM~ G. 
BROWN, RACHEL A 
8ROWIII, SASHI S. 
BRUCE, DENNIS 
BRUCE, DENNIS 
BRUNSON, JULIA G 
BRUNSON, LOUISE T. 
BRYAN, 8ETSY 
BRYSON, VERENA l 
BUCK, AMELIA M 




BURNS, BARSARA G 
BURIIIS, FANNY P. 
BURRI SON, RUTHA 
BURTS, MAR IAN 
BURWFllo FDWARD 
BUSH, ARLE"'E 
BUTLER GRACE B. 
8UVINGER, JAN 
BYERS, RUTH J • 
BYRD, BESSIE P. 
BYRO, .,ARY LYIIN 
CAIN, MRS. BERTHAS. 
CALDWELL, ROSSIE 
CALDWELL, STERLEITA G. 
CALLAHAM BETTY E. 
CALLIS!J'I, HELEN L 
CAMBRE r C • J. , JR. 
CAMBRIDGE ACADEMY 
CAMP, MARY ANN 
CAMPANELLI, SANDRA C. 
CAMPBELL GAIL 
CAMPBELL, MRS. VIRGINIA D. 
CANTRELL JOAN A. 
CANTRELL LAURA Q. 
CAPEHART, MRS ELIZABETH B 
CARMICHAEL DORIS W. 
CARTER, CONWAY 
CARTER, lEilA M. 
CARTLEDGE LOUISA B. 
CASE, FRANCES K. 
CASH, JOANNE 
CATOE, MRS. JANE. L. 
CHAMPION, MRS MAX 
CHANG, KA I-KAY 
CHARLESTON COUNTY LIBRARY 
CHENEY, PHILIP M. 
CHEPESIUK, RONALD J. 
CHEROKEE COUNTY PUBLIC LIB. 
CHESTER COUNTY LIBRARY 
CHEWNING FRANCES R. 
CHILES RUTH K. 
CH INAULT JANE S • 
CLARK, SARAH B 
CLARK, THELMA 
CLARK, WYNDHAM 
CLARKSON, SARAH BULL 
CL FVER, SHANNON 
CLINE, MRS CLAIRE H 
15 DOUBLOON DRIVE 
P .0 BOX 201 
2714 MILLS DR. 
110 WEST FIRST AVE 
BOX 1 ~23 
2313 ITHICA ST. 
410 1/2 ~. FRENCH ST. 
123 S. WARWICK RD. 
1042 BROOKWOOD CIRCLE 
1701 OMAREST OR. 
RT. 1, BOX 59 
1220 WAPPETAW PLACE 
219 YORKSHIRE DR. 
211 OAKWOOD ST • 
RT. 2o DUBLIN RD. 
PO BOX 447 
BOX 28~ 
118 SULL ST. APT.3 
522 NORWOOD ST • 
BOX 183 
ANQERSON COUNTY LIBRARY 
201 STANFORD ST. 
P 0 BOX 35 
802 TREMONT AVE. 
PO SOX 2409 
P. O. BOX 2409 
BOX Q6 
706 1/2 UNION ST. 
127 HOWELL CIRCLE 
RT 1 0 BOX' 53-A 
RT 1 INTERSTATE ~B 
BOX 406 
14S CORNELL ARMS 
240 EAST PARK DRIVE 
6627 CHRISTIE RD 
204 COLLEGE OR. 
414 EASTER ST 
JB SCOTTISH ARMS 
102 W. SOUTH ST. 
P 0 BOX 2343 0 WINDY HILL 
13 W. SOUTH ST. 
lt04 I(ING STREET 
2322G ROSEWOOD OR. 
R-3 BOX 211 
311 FOURTEENTH ST. 
62~ CORN ST • 
BOX 686 
BOX 207 
1830 ST. MICHAELS RD. 
1520 ALPINE OR 
BROAOMOOR APTS E-6 
PO BOX 855 
331 CARTERHILL OR. 
130 CAROL OR. 
RT. 7, BOX 101G 
BOX 121 
RT. 1, BOX lt60 
4 LADSON ST 
RT 1, BOX 39 
212 N. KERSHAW 
BOX 1078 
1B8 RIBAUT RD. 
BOX 28552oFURMAN UNIV. 
701 JANSEN AVE. 
RT. 7 0 BOX 604 
BOX 356 
133 LAW ST 
ROUTE 2, BOX 511 
404 KING ST, MARION SQ 
412 MANOR CIRCLE 
822 MCARTHUR 
300 E. RUTLEDGE AVE. 
MAIN & WYLIE 
1321 GLENHAVEN DR. 
414 M AVE. 
APT 258, BOO STATE ST. 
2107 ADAMS GROVE 
710 NORTHSIDE AVE. 
127 BURNETT DRIVE 
4339 CHICORA ST. 
7645 GARNERS FERRY RD. 
13-2 BRIARCLIFFE WEST 
HILTON HEAD ISLAND, S.C. 







W. COLUMB lA, SC 
COLUMBIA, SC 
GREAT FALLS, SC 



















NORTH MYRTLE BEACH, SC 






COLUMBIA, S C 
CLINTON, S.C. 
UNION, SC 
NORTH MYRTLE BEACH, S C 
MANNING, SC 
CHARLESTON, SC 
ROCK HILL, SC 
AIKEN, SC 
HARTSVILLE, S.C. 
MT. PLEASANT, S.C. 
ORANGEBURG, SC 
WINNSBORO, SC 
COLUMB lAo SC 
WEST COLUMBIA, SC 
W COLUMBIA, SC 
GREENWOOD, S .C • 
W COLUMBIA, SC 

















































































































COBURN, DIANNE LOUISE 
COCHRAN ALICE H 
COKER COL L~Gf 
COKER , MARY A • 
COLE SHIRLEY J. 
COLEMAN BEN E. 
COLEMAN, DF.~ORAH ROBERTS 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 
COLLEGE OF LIRRARIANSHIP 
COLLINS, CONNIE 
COLLINS, MRS. ANNE 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 
CONVERSF. COLLEG~ 
COOK, COLFEIII M. 
CO(J(E, MAE R 
COOLIDGE, RICHARD P 
COOPER, WILLIAM C. 
COPELAND, MRS ROBERT BRUCE 
COPSEY, RONALD L. 
CORLEY, ~LOISE 
COVER, MRS. PEGGY H. 
COX MAP.Y SUE 
COX, MRS. THOMAS W., JR. 
CRABTRFE, 0~. JOHN H., JR. 
CRAIG MARGARET R. 
CREVISTON, ~~SAN 
CROSS MARY RORINSOIII 
CROSS, JOSePH R., JR. 
CROSS, RUSSELL J. 
CROUCH, N. JOS!'PHIIIIE 
CROUCH, THORNTON 
CRUMPTON, MARQUERITE 
CUBB!'DGE, FRANKIE H 
CUOo, MRS. A. O., JR. 
CULBREATH, VIRGINIA 
CUMFER, NEIl 
CURRAN, CHARLFS C 
CUTHBERT EVEL VIII R. 
DACUS ANN 
DANIEL ANNIE DEE 
DANIEL, MRS. KITTY C. 
DAVIDSON, BOB 
DAVID SON, DONNA 
DAVIDSON, MRS. NANCY MEADER 
DAVIS, MARY L. ' 
DAVIS, MRS SARAH W 
DAVIS, MRS. FANNIE MAE 
OA Y NANCY JANE 
DEANE, PAUL 
OER~ICK JACQUELINE C. 
DE RR ICI( N.6.0M I 
DERRICK SUSAN 
DEW, STEPHEN HERM.6.N 
DIAMOND, MRS. SHEL.a. W. 
DINN!'Y, JULIANNA 
DIXON, WM. H., JR. 
DORAN, MF.RL~ S 
DOVE, H • DAUL, JR • 
DOWIS, MRS. WM. S., JR. 
DOWLING, BETTY MAYS 
OOWTIN MAUD~ C. 
DOZIER cTRULIA P 
DRYDEN, DD~ALD W. 
ORYO!'III, SHERRF HARRINGTON 
DUGGAN, MRS. CAROL COOK 
DUNAWAY, CLFTA E. 
DUNCAN, LESTER E. 
DUPREE PARAL~F. ~. 
DUPUY MARG'JT F.. 
DURANT ELI!AB~TH 
EDDY, AUDREY R. 
EOEN, DAVID E. 
EOGE, ~AR fiARA J 
EDGERTON, ANNA CORRIE 
EDWARQS 0 fULA M 
EHRHARDT MARGAR~T ~. 
EISENSTFIN, CARDLINro B. 
ELKINS TH~LMA 
ELLIOTT, L. GENE 
ELLIS, JANeT L. 
ElliS, RACHEL E. 
ELLIS, ~IOELLE 8. 
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~01 JUNIPER ST 
PO BOX 2B9 
18 WOODBURN RD 
JAMES LIDE COKER III LIBR 
P.O. BOX 5235 
RT. 2, BOX 145 
1427 MAPLE ST. 
S. PAlMETTO AVE. 
ROBERT SCOTT SMAll LIBR'Y 
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROL 
1917 ELLIS ST. 
132 YORK 
J DRAKE EDENS LIBRARY 
GWATHMEY LIBRARY 
OSWEGO, s. C. 
RT 4, BOX 262 
2217 HILLBECK 
P. O. BOX 42 
412 WILSON DR 
BOX 6168 
1520 DUKE ST. 
ClEMSON UNIV LIB 
316 W. STONE AVE. 
'H5 N MAIN 
RT. 3, HATHAWAY CIRCLE 
BOX 354 
110 WILEY ST 
608 SALUDA AVE. 
608 SALUDA AVE. 
RT.1o BOX 1-E 
823 FERMATA PL. SW 
MUTUAL SAVINGS & LOAN 
63B COLLEGE AVE 
P 0 BOX 335 
1049 OTIS BLVD 
BOX 148 
115 S. PICKENS ST. 
1023-B COLONIAl VILLA 
502 N. MAIN ST. 
~0~ EAST A AVE. 
RT. 1 
917 HAMPTON HILL RD. 
DAVIS COLLEGE, U.S.C. 
P.O. BOX 10128 F.S. 
1267 CHRISTOPHER CIR. 
126 MT VISTA AVE 
56 RUTLEDGE AVE. 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COL 
3210 DUNCAN ST. 
DAVIS COllEGE, U.S.C. 
1729 PEARLOTT ST 
2907 WHEAT ST 
1 A 1 MYRON MANOR 
24 DINWOOO CIRCLE 
1347 COUNTRY SQUIRE DRIVE 
MAIN & WYLIE STS. 
106 OLD POINT RD 
RT 4, BOX 274 
322 W. PINE ST. 
RT 6, ROX 116 
3012 MANCHESTER RD. 
1915 RACEPATH AVE 
P.O. BOX 726 
P.O. BOX 726 
1400 SUMTER ST. 
311 N. NOTTINGHAM RD. 
1916 SPOTSWOOD DR. 
716 111. MAIN ST. 
926 ClEVELAND ST 
1406 COLUMBIA COLLEGE DR. 
P.O. BOX 2171 
200 TRENTON R. 
RT 1, BOX 246-A 
3828 ALSTON 
RT 1, BOX 109 
227 LAWAND DR. 
6616 DA~F CIRCLE 
2604 CAMERON BLVD. 
1 ELMIRA ST. 
BEAUFORT ARMS APTS 40 
4634-C W. MONTAGUE 



















GREE~VI LL~, SC 












































HAMPTON, S. C. 
COLUMBIA, SC 







WOOORUF F, S C 
COLUMBIA, SC 
LYNCHBURG, S C 
COLUMBIA, SC 
COLUMBIA, SC 
ISLE OF PALMS, SC 
GREENVILLE, S. C. 
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ELLISON. MRS. FRANC~S D. 
ELLISON, MR. JAMES H. 
ERSKINE COLLFGE 
EVANS, ~nTY S 
EVATT, MARTHA S. 
EZELL MARGARET M. 
FELDER, MARY M 
FELLERS CATHERINE M. 
FENDLY FURMAN 
FESTA, DANIEL ~. 
FIELDS, BARqARA M. 
FIELDS, BEATRICE H 
FISTE, OAVIO AllEN 
FLEMING, PATRICIA S. 
FLEMMING, MRS FRANKLIN 0 
FLOYD, MRS. DOROTHY H. 
FLOYD, MRS. LOUISE D. 
FQt;ARTY, ELIZABETH WAll 
FOGLEMAN MARQUFRITE F. 
FORAN, ELIZABETH B 
FORBES WANDA L. 
FORO, CARMEN H. 
FORO, MRS LAU~A 
FOSTER, ALICE N 
FOWLER BLANCHE F, 
FOWLER MARY ELIZABETH 
FREDERICK, EDITH 
FR f.EMAN, JANE L 
FREEMAN, LARRY S 
FREEMAN, MRS. WAYNE W. 
FRIERSON, VESTINE 
FRITS, WILLIAM RICHARD 
FULTON EMMA 
FURMAN UNIV. LIBRARY 
GABLE, SARAH A. 
GADSDEN, ERNESTINE W 
GAINES, CAROL 
GAINES, CAROL L 
GALLAGHER, JANE H. 
GALLOWAY, MRS ALVIN L 
GALLOWAY, MRS. ROBERT S., JR. 





GARROTE, LYNN SMITH 
GARVIN LOUISF B. 
GASS CARRIE L. 
GECKLE, JUSTINE C 
GEDDIS, MRS. ELIZABETH 
GEORGETOWN CTY LIBRARY 
GIBSON, JULIE A. 
GILSON, THOMAS 
GISSENDANNER CASSANDRA S. 
GIVENS MARGARET 
GLADDEN NANCY W. 
GLENN, MRS. SUSAN 
GOETHE, VI~GINIA L. 
GOODMAN LOIS J. 
GORDON, CLARA B 
GORDON, ELOISE BOW LAN 
GORDON, WILLIAM B. 
GOSNHL, Jf.SSIE 
GOURLAY, GORDON J. w. 
GRAHAM SUSie E. 
GRAY, J~AN~tTTE T 
GRFFN, ANNIE T 
G~ ~eN, L. SH~RIDAN 
GRC"N~E~~. ALAN M. 
GRF•NVILLF COUNTY LI'3RARY 
GR~GG, ~RS. B~SSIE 
GQIF•IN IVA DELL 
G'\IF•IN, JANE 0 
GRIFF!"!, JULIETTE 
GRIFFIN, MARY F. 
G~I••IN, M~S. FAYE F. 
G~ IML~Y, SUS AN 
GROOK<TT, PAULA • R 
GRl1~BS, CHA~LcS W. 
GU"RRfiN, MRS. JOAN M. 
GWINN, CLAUDIA M. 
HACK, M~S. BILLIE S. 
132 MYRTLE OR • 
1221 WASHINGTON ST. 
MCCAIN LIBRARY 
2 SCDTKINS CT 
BOX 64 
PO BOX 464 
BOX 41 CLAFLIN COLLEGE 
'>003 WOFFORD AVE. 
ROUTE 3, WHITMIRE HIGHWAY 
100 WACCAMAW AVE 
110 WEST FIRST AVE 
BOX 40 
36-B DANIEL OR. 
BOX 35 
RT 2 BOX 144-A 
DANIEL LIBRARY 
205 N. MOUNTAIN ST. 
1'>1 MOULTRIE ST. 
706 WOODLAWN AVE. 11. 
1336 SINKLE~ RD. 
ROUTE 1 
4016 SHELL POINT RD. 
202 E GREENVILLE ST 
531 COTTON OR 
416 PARKWOOD OR. 
CLINTON HIGH SCHOOL LIB. 
123B GOFF .WE. 
BELMONT, NC 
38 CARRIAGE HOUSE APTS 
109 SUNSET OR. 
BOX 182 
LUTHE!'\AN THEO. SEM'Y LIBR 
234 W. PALMETTO ST. 
102 COTTONWOOD LANE 
RT 3, BOX 99 
LAURENS CO LIBRARY 
P 0 BOX 768 
DEXTER ARMS APTS E-2 
131 N ERVIN ST 
309 W. FARIS RD. 
702 EDWARDS RD., APT 59 
549 S. MAIN ST. 
281D II WOODBINE AVE 
935 MAIN APT 2 
210 LIMESTONE ST. 
203 CREEK OR. 
1507 12TH ST. 
630 E. CHURCH ST. 
303 SOUTHWOOD DR 
615 W. 1ST. N. ST. 
DRAWER 0 
836 VETERANS RD. 
21 AUBURN ST • 
110 OTTER TRAIL 
222 JOHNSTON ST 
R T, 1, BOX 130C 
CALHOUN ST. 
RT. 1, BOX 5'>A 1 
100 MARTIN ST. 
LOT 137, GOLDEN ARROW 
2731 WHEAT ST. 
2731 WHEAT ST. 
ANDERSON COUNTY LIBRARY 
11B STRODE CIR. 
2501 W. I'IAIN 
302 BROOK GREEN RO 
P.O. 90X 703 
DAVIS COLLEGE, U.S.C. 
292-~ FLEMING RD. 
300 COLLeGE ST 
BOX 20 
JAMESTOWNE APTS, APT D-36 
ROX ~~ 
224 SI~CH AVE. 
BOX 1652 
P 0 BOX 305 
192 MILLS AVE. 
1004 ROCKWOOD RD 
11~ HAWTHO~NE LANE 
3700 0°VIN~ ST. 
69 ROUND POND RD. 
ROX 100~ 
ROCK HILLt SC 
COLUMBIA, SC 
















N. AUGUSTA, SC 
COLUMBIA, SC 
CLOVER, SC 
B!'AUFOR T, SC 













AIKEN, S C 
LAURENS, SC 
CLINTON, S C 
AIKEN, S.C. 















II • COLUMBIA, SC 





SUMTER, S C 





COLUMB lA, S C 






LEESVILLE, S C 
GOOSE CREEK, S.C. 
COLUMBIA, SC 
LAMAR, S C 
SPARTANBURG, SC 
COLUMBIA, S C 
GREENVILLE, S.C. 
COLUMBIA, SC 
GREENVILLE, S C 




















































































HAIGLER OFLORES S. 
HAIR, J•ANHTE 
HALTIWANGER, ANNA 
HAM JESSI~ G. 
HAMMOND, GLADYS H. 
HAMMON~, LAWREN M, 
HANENRERG, SAMUEL 
HANNA, DE GGY 
HARDIN, SUE HUNT 
HARE, ANN T. 
HARPER DELL S. 
HARRIS, FRANCES E. 
HAII~IS, MRS. ANNE 13. 
HARRIS, MRS. SARAH 
HARRIS, Rf1SALYN 
HARRISON, CAROL 
HARRISON, JAMES G., J~. 
HA'\'\ISON, SUSAN E. 
HART MILDREI) C 
HART, MARTHA O. 
HART, MRS. CA~OLL 
HARVIN, TINE 
HARWOOD, KAY F. 
HAVENER, W. MICYA•L 
HAWKINS, OR. V. R. 
HA.WKINS, ELEANOR S 
HA~S, BOO~! 
HAYES ELAINE 
HAYES, JUNF T 
HAYNES, MARr.ARET 
HEA'3INS, MARILYN F 
HEFFINGTON, CARL o. 
HELGERSON, MISS ANN CARL TON 
HEMINGW~Y, MRS ROSE R 
HeND~~SON, SA~AH 
HENnERSON, SUE A. 
HENDRICKS, TENA PARRISH 
HE NOR IX, MARY UE 
HENRY, HAPPY 
HFNSON, MRS. AILENE H. 
HERRON MARGIE E. 
HETHERINGTON, MARY 
HICKMAN ~'LA PFRLE 
HIERS, MRS H G 
HILL, REBECC~ A 
HINSON, MRS. MABEL 
HINTON ELIZABETH G. 
HIPP, SARA BELLE BROOKS 
HI TE, FRANCIS S, JR 
HIX MARTHA B. 




HOLDERFIELD, LINDA H. 
HOLLAND, ALLEENE 
HOLLIFIELD, MARGARET C. 
HOLMES, EDITH REYNOLDS 
HOLSINGER, BECKY 
HOOD, NELMA 
HOOKER MARTHA CATHERINE 
HOPKINS, SELINA STODDARD 
HORN ANNA E. 
HOTCHKISS, DEBORAH 
HOWES, RAY L. 
HOWEY, AL ICF K 
HUCKS H~RBERT, JR. 
HUFF, MARGARET F (JO) 
HUFF, MARY CLAIRE 
HUFF, ROSE MARIE 
HUGGINS, MRS. JESSE 
HUGHES MARGARET L. 
HULME MILDRED 
HUNTER, NANCY LAVERNE 
HUSMAN, SUSAN ELIZABETH 
HUTCHINS, BETTY SLOAN 
HUX, ROGER 
INABINETT, E. L. 
IRBY, LUESTHER OAVIS 
IRONS, JDYE PRICE 
IVEY, MATTIF N. 
JACKSON, OERI AL 
JACKSON, LAURA T 
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1777 CH"LT~NHAM LANE 
2'>2 THE PA~K APTS 
2112 MONROE ST 
3515 WILMOT AVE. 
BOX 2 
604 AUDUBON CIRCLE 
2~00 HERMITAGE RD. 
42 BRIGHTON CI~CLE 
R T. 2, BOX 293 
137 LANDER ST. 
110 HARPER ST. 
4511 KILBOURNE RD. 
1245 WINCHESTER OR. 
411 E LDDRADO CT 
434 FRANK ST 
233 HAV~RFORO OR. 
928 RUTLEDGE ST. 
ROX 6M3 
113 SUNSFT OR. 
601 qRDWN AVE. 
~02 E. GREENVILLE ST. 
9q BOUGHTON, NW 
RMH MEDICAL LIBRARY 
19 C-1 MYRON MANOR 
605 E • MAIN 
605 E. MAIN ST. 
4431 WOODSIDE HAVEN OR 
BOX 664, fAST 3RD. AVE. 
2283 BLDSSCJM ST 
!09 P!Nf' HAVEN 
724 MAPLF STREET 
1008 5TH AVE 
PELHAM RD, RT 2 
10 WEST COLLEGE ST 
52? N MULL INS ST 
2?09 PIGEON PT • ROAD 
110 WEST FIRST AVE 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 
3819 TRENHOLM RD. 
414 CASHUA ST. 
SENATE PLAZA, APT. 6C 
1B40 SOMERSET CIRCLE 
582 LINCOLN AVE., NW 
224 NEW BRIDGE . 
1687 PARTRIDGE DR 
BOX 402 
717 S. LIMESTONE ST. 
BOX S1 
251'> RAINBOW DR. 
BOX 374 
420 LAFAYETTE CIRCLE 
302 HIGHLAND OR. 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 
CENTER RD. 
53B SHADOWBROOK OR. 
501 NOTTINGHAM RD. 
liO BEXHILL CT., ROUTE 9 
P 0 BOX 11341 
BAYOU APTS B24 
643 E. BLACK ST. 
BOX 245 
1236 KENSINGTON OR 
2050 BELTLINE BLVD. 
1909 CHESTERFIELD SQ APTL 
BOX t435-B RR fl 
RT 2 
BOX 5193 
Ill DANTZLER AVE. 
RT • 2, BOX 62 
RT 3, BOX 409 
BOX 307 
BOX 305 
MYRON MANOR, APT 983 
1212 METZE RO 
ROUTE 3, BOX 311 
2201 PLATT SPRINGS RD 
1850 DEVONSHIRE OR. 
1728 CHARLESTON HWY. 
303 WEST JAMES ST. 
RT. 3, BOX 236 
P.O. BOX 223 
752 ALB ION ROAD 




CDLUMB IA, SC 




COLUMS IA, SC 
GREENWOOD, SC 
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COLUMBIA, SC 
CHARLESTON, SC 
COLUMB lA, SC 













LAKE VIEW, S.C. 















HAMBERG, S C 
AIKEN, S C 
MANNING, S.C. 
GAFFNEY, SC 
GRAY COURT, SC 
WEST COLUMBIA, S C 
TAYLORS, SC 
FLORENCE, SC 






COLUMBIA, S C 
COLUMBIA, S.C. 
ROCK HILL, S.C. 
HAMER, SC 




FORT MILL, S C 
SPARTANBURG, SC 
ST MATTHEWS, SC 
BOWMAN, SC 






W COLUMBIA, SC 
FLORENCE, SC 
WEST COLUMBIA, S.C. 
MULLINS, S.C. 
NEWBERRY, SC 
MAYESVILLE, S.C. , 
COLUMBIA, SC 
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JACKSO~, MARIE S 
JACK~ON, PATRICIA M. 
JAMES, FRANK 
JA'lES, JEAN M 
JAMES, MRS DENISE T 
JENKINS, ELLEN B. 
JETER MARGARET 
JOHNSON, BARBARA L. 
JOHNSON, CAO.OLYN A 
JOHNSO'i, CHRISTINE T. 
JOHNSON, OORJS F. 
JOHNSIJ'i, DOROTHY J. 
JOHNSON, OR. W. DUANE 
JOHNSON, JAMES B. , Jll.. 
JOHNS:JN, JUL!E M 
JOHNSO~, MARGARFT 
JOHNSON, MILDRED L 
JOHNSON, MINNIF M. 
JOHNSON, MR. K.R. 
JOHNSON, MRS, O..L. 
JOHNSON, ~AOMI 
JOHNSON, RUBY u . 
JOHNSON, THOMAS L. 
JONES, DOROTHY ~. 
JONES, JANICE 
JONES, MARY 
JONES, MRS. CONNIE L. 
JORDAN HELE'i L. 
JOSEPH RUZICKA-SOUTH INC. 
JOSEY MEM MEDICAL LIBRARY 
JUSTUS Ll Nil A l. 
KABLER ANNE W. 
KARRE~6ROC~ MARILYN H. 
KAUFP' CQ."'INIA u 
KAW4P, HA RRIET 
KAY, ocqRA ANN 
KAY, LOIS 5. 
KAY, WILLIAM c, 
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KEFNA'it WILLIAM J, III 
K0 LLA~n, JOH~ LAUR"'ICE 
KELLFY, GLORIA ANN 
KELLY, MARY 
KF~G. HS I U-YU"' 
KINAO.D, MARY M 
KI'IG, ANN R. 
KING, A~NA ~AVIS 
KINr., CHARLES 'I 
KING, MARY W. 
KING, M~S ~. '>~NT 
KJP~Y, FRA'iCES JUSTICE 
KIRKLEY LY'i'l 
KJRKPATil.JrK, ~RS. MAURICE 
KN tGHT, P E~'lA 0. 
KNIGYTON DHYLLI~ RENF 
KNOX, PATRICIA L. 
KNnX, PATRICIA S 
KOENir., OANI~L o. 
KOSTER, C '>FS~O"J'l 
LACKEY MAURINF H, 
LAFAY<, CA 0 Y D. 
LA~CAST"R COUNTY LiqRARY 
LAN'><R SA RAH S. 
LANDF~S, MARr.AR~T M 
LAN~RUM CAO'>LY~ ~ 
LANDRUM JOHN H. 
LANGE, R THOMAS 
LANt; ST'JN, WTLLIA~ e, JR 
LARK, D~~~RAH M. 
LAtJPE'IS COUNTY Ll 6~ARY 
UVERY, AVA C. 
LAW, AILE f 'l (L!qBYJ 
LAWq 0 '1C<, THn"'A S R 
LAWSON, PATRICTA 
LEACH, P,. '3 :0RMAO'l 
L<FVFN1AHL GF OqGIF 
LE tT7 S!'Y, RE NE F 
LF ONARDt JOA~ l. 
LESESNF, MO.S. A'IN< O. 
LEVY CAMTLL~ C. 
LFWJS, AN~ SLA GG 
LFW!S, MA PTHA 
LEWIS, MR S . CATHERINE H. 
BOX 40 
RT. 2, BOX 77 
214 CATHERINE ST. 
501 W. MAIN ST. 
P 0 'lOX 279 
BARNWELL COUNTY LIBRARY 
R T. 1 , BOX 261 
100A CENTRAL AVE . 
7645 GA'\NEqS FERRY 0.0, 
2400 Hir.H ST 
P.O. BOX 365 
20~ SAXE-GOTHA LANE 
DAVIS COLLEGE, U.S.C. 
1107 SHiqLEY ST. 
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE LJSR'Y 
P.O. BOX 179 
ROUTE I 
494 SHAOOWLAWN OR. 
RT.l, BOX 232-B 
RT,1t BOX 232 
72 3 OOVE ST 
RT. 3, BOX 415 
4710 DATURA RD. 
631 LORqAINE DR. 
GOX 464- CRYOVAC 
P 0 BOX 244 
I20 CAMELLIA OR 
~OIO ARCADIA RD. 
!'OX 21568 
RICHLAND MEM HOSPITAL 
1424-A FARRINGTON .WAY 
10C RUTLEDGE AVE 
920 PI~EY GROVE RO. 
'321 LAURENS SW, APT C-6 
1005 EDGEWOOD OR 
129 STRIBLING CIR. 
22 AUBURN ST. 
123 PARK flR, 
2107 RREVARD RD. 
'3350 MILLWOOD AVE. 
SHOR<CREST APT •11 
8901 NATIONS FORD RD. APT 
LAKEWOOD APTS 1-D 
201 CENTENNIAL 
~01 ALBION RD 
~ox 45 
2833 SHEFFIELD RO. 
24 20 POPE DR • 
601 CE~TRAL AVE. 
<OREST HEIGHTS 
I919 !\ROOK DR. 
L"E COU'ITY PUBLIC LIS. 
30 2 ~OR TH BROOKS 
BOX 916 
219 SOUTH BELL 
2626-A LILLIAN DR. 
39 MILL RO 
13 G, THE VILLAS 
20~ BROAD 
1~6 TWO NOTCH RO. 
4~24 LA'iOil.UM OR. 
313 S WYITE ST 
217 RIGGS ')R. 
P 0 BOX ~ 31 
RT 7 BOX 417 
~ox 11469 
SCHOOL OF MEDJCINF LJBO.AO. 
ROUTE 1 
RT ~, ROX 271-A 
321 S. HARPER ST. 
116 "OLKSHIRE CT. 
6114 POPLARRIDGE 0.0 
A-119 HAMPTON FOREST APTS 
707 CHAFFEE LANE, SW 
244 LUCKY LANE 
~ox 1~44 
RT. 2, BOX 71 
3035 BROAD ST ~XT. 
BOX 4 64 
706 E. CHEVES ST. 
616 S. WACCAMAW 
M-4 ~JV<RHILL APTS 
1008 FIFTH AVt. 
CAMDEN t S C 
MONCKS CORNER, SC 
UNION, SC 
BENNETTSVILLE, S C 
















SUMTER, S ,C • 
NEWBERRY, SC 
COLUMBU., SC 
N. AUGUSTA, SC 
DUNCAN, SC 
ORANGE~URG, S C 















CHARLOTTE, N. C. 
SURFSIDE BEACH, SC 
CLINTON, S.C. 
COLUMBIA, S C 
SOCIETY HILLt SC 
COLUMBIA, SC 
ANDER SON, S C 
MAULOIN, SC 




MT PLEASANT, SC 
CLINTON, SC 
FLORENCE S.C. 
SPARTANBURG, S C 
GREENWOOD t S C 
















ROCK HILL, S.C. 
ORANGEBURG, SC 
POMARIA, SC 
SUMT"R, S .C • 
MANNING, SC 
FLORFNCE, SC 
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LIGHTsey, NORMA L 
LIGON, JEAN C. 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE 
LINDSEY, MARY W 
LISCHKA, OR. J, R. 
LITTLE ELOYCE W. 
LITTLE, FLORENCe ROGAN 
LIVINGSTON, ELSIF H. 
LLOYD, LT.CO. WARREN F. 
LONG, CAROLYN 
LO(J-lEY, NANCY S 
LUMPKIN, MR. HfNRY 
LUNDY, ELilA~ETH 
LYLE, MRS. EULALEE P. 
LYOO, DAVID A., IV 
LYON, NINA N. 
MAHAFFEY JENNIF B. 
MA LLAN EY, MARY 
MALLOY, LUKE JOSFPH 
MANGION, MARION B 
MANNING, WELLINGTON M., JR. 
MANSFIELD AGNES ADGER 
MANSON, MRS DAVID F 
MAR~LE FRFOERIC M. 
MARCIL, THOMAS 
MARCUM LOUISE 
MARION COUNTY LIBRARY 
MARSHALL, CHARLOTTE 
MARSHALL, FLORENJA W. 
MARTIN, ELAINE 
MARTIN, ELLOREE 
MARTIN, JAM~S R. 
MARTI~, MRS. BETTY 
MARTIN, MRS. SALLEY B. 
MARTIN.. NFAL A. 
MARTIN, RACHEL S. 
MARTI'i, WAR~ 
MARXSENt SAO.AH L. 
MASON, JANF W. 
MASON, MARTHA DINWIDDIE 
MATTISON, GLORIA D 
MAW, BERTHA 
MAYER THELMA R. 
MAYNARD J. ED~UND 
MAZUR, MARJORIE A 
MCAFEE, MARY L. 
MCARTHUR, MRS. GAYLE 
MCBRIDE, AN~JE 
MCCALL, WILLIAM REAVES 
MCCALLUM, LOIS M 
MCCLAM, MAUD SANDIFER 
MCCLAMROCK, SUZANNE E. 
MCCORD, MARY G. 
MCCORD, MRS. ELIZABETH P, 
MC COO.D, SUSAN 
MCCORMICK t JOHN JOSEPH 
MCCRACKEN, ANN 
MCCRANN JOAN 
MC!YJNAlf\ RAOBA~A '1, 
MCDONALD, ~ 0 TTY 
MCFACH 0 0.'i, VIRGINIA S. 
MCFADOE~ HATTI= S. 
MCFADD • ~, ~ARTHA A~N S 
MC"AD~~~, "'RS. JAMoS H 
MCGIRT, MO.S CLFn 0 
MCJNTYO.E, SUSA~ C. 
MC I 'IV Ill e, LOIS A. 
MCIVER, CAP.DLc "-• 
MCKEh SALLY H. 
MCKEOWN, SUSIF 'I. 
MCKJEVF.R, HILDA H 
MCL00~, A'i"J ~ 
MCMAHAN JoN'i!E J 
MCMAST~R, SARAH n. 
MCMILLA"J, MRS RY"RSON 
MCNAI'>., MRS. "LIZABETH C. 
MC~EJL, MRS. ~J"JGER 
MCNINCH FRA~CES ANNE 
MCPHfRSO'i, MRS. ATHA T. 
MCQU<EN, R~SECCA H. 
MCQUILLAN, OAVID C. 
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BOX 187 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
411 CARY ST. 
327 SPRINGWOOO RD. 
LIBRARY 
PO BOX 4329 
1118 WISTERIA DR. 
RT. 1, BOX 220 
P.O. BOX 218 
l HEARTHSTONE LN. 
112 TIMBERLAKE DR. 
701 SALUDA DRIVE 
1707 FOREST DR 
1419 DEVONSHIRE DR. 
BOX 544 
s. TUGALOO EXT. 
1077 MEADOWLARK DR. 
1077MEADOWLARK DR. 
1710 DOMI"'ICK AVE. 
603 GREENBRIER DR. 
P D BOX 1007 
2713 EASTLAWN DR 
P.O. BOX 5445 
7-C DANIEL DR. 
PROVIDENCE RD 
123 CHANTICLEER CT. 
305 S. GREGG 
301 S. SPRING ST. 
101 EAST COURT ST. 
4427 BLOSSOM M-4 
RT. 1, BOX 99 
102 COLEMAN 
518 N KEITH ST 
37F DANIEL OR, 
48 COVENTRY LANE 
3009 LARKSPUR RD. 
3009 W. LARKSPUR RD. 
FURMAN UNIV. LIBRARY 
P,O,BOX 824 
RT. 2, BOX 234 
6150 CRABTREE 
3444 KEENAN DR. 
S C STATE COLLEGE 
ROUTE ONE 
10~0 RIDGE RD. 
CITADEL 
S.C. STATE LIBRARY 
623 EASTER 
357 SHURLEY 
RT. 1, BOX 287 1/2 
P 0 BOX 7B8 
800 N 8TH AVE 
RT. 1, BOX 153 
1821 EMERALD VALLEY RD 
133 SHEFFIELD RD. 
ROUTE 1 
2625 W OTRANTO ROt APT 3-
RT. 12, BOX 131 
3415 COLEMAN ST. 
2729 STAR DR. 
WESTVACO CORP. BOX 5207 
?OO BLACK FRIARS RD. 
205 MARINERS ROW 
RT. 1t BOX 10 
DACUS LIBRARY, WINTHROP C 
400 OLD ~EORGETOWN RD 
4226 CHESTERFIELD DR 
41 E. CIRCLE AVE. 
23 WILLOWBANK DR. 
853J FARMHURST DR. 
844 ROG~RT E. LEE 
Q6~ CHERRY RD. 
1708 HO'>.W ST 
gox 1 s6 
PO BnX 517 
ROUTE 1, BOX 247-G 
41S w. HOME AVE. 
BOX 401 
~URFIEL'l APTS.-APT.F 
BOX 1 bll 






GAFFNEY, S ,C. 
SURFSIDE BEACH, S C 
FLORENCE, SC 
HEMINGWAY, SC 








ROCK HILL, S.C. 
ROCK HILL, S.C. 
"'EWBERRY, SC 
ROCK HILL, S.C. 
BEAUFORT, S.C. 
COLUMBIA, S C 
SPARTANBURG, SC 
CLEMSON, SC 
LAMAR, S C 
CHARLOTTE, NC 
COLUMB lA, SC 
WALHALLA, SC 
M"ARION, SC 
COLUMBIA, S C 
AIKEN, SC 











ORA~GEBURG, S. C. 
EASLEY, SC 




ROCK Hillt SC 
LATTA, S.C. 
HARTSVILLE, S C 













ROCK HILL, S C 
MANNING, S.C. 





ROCK HILL, SC 
CONWAY, S C 
MCBEE, S C 
ST. GEORGE, SC 
WINNSBORO, SC 
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MEA"'S FII.ANCES C. 
MEARES, DE99JE 
MEDICAL UI>IIV OF S C 
MELNICK, ~R. RALPH 
M~RCE'\ DO~ALn ~. 
METZGUEP, SISTCR FUG<NitJS 
MTCHALEWITZ, MILLIE 
'IICKL"' MRS. ROSIE O, 
MI~DLETOIII A~IIIE 1<. 
M!DDL<TON, MRS ~E~NICE B 
MIKELL, J<SSIE 
MILES, DONALD n. 
MILLER, LOIS B 
MILLER, L'l~ENA 
MILL<~, VI~GI"'IA " 
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MILLS, R0°I~ K. 
MILLS, THEqESA C 
MIMS, KATH7RINE A 
MIMS, MAR IF C 
MIMS, MRS. DO~QTHY H 
MIMS, "'A~CY 
MITCHELL, HAZEL 
MITCHELL, M~S. A"'SEL 
MITLIN, LAURAIIIC" R, 
MIYA~ 0 S, ALAS 
MONUNUCC I, MARY 
MONTGOMERY, LILLIE J 
MONTGOMERY, MRS. MURRAY 
MO 'llY, "!R S, JIJLI E TTE H, 
MOffi~, CHA'LII' Lt JR 
MOORE, MRS JUAIIIITA 
MORGAIII MARY L. 
MORRIS, MRS VE~NA T, 
MORROW, J LAWPc~CF 
MORHN, B<R"'ICE 8 
MOPTIMER, qm;•o 
MORTO"', MRS, noROTHY H. 
HOTI.EY, GLORIA G 
HOUSSATOS, M4RTHA ANN T 
MUIR, LUCILE 
MUNDY MARY 4LICE 
MUNN, MARY AN"' 
HUNN, MRS. C. o. , JR. 
MURRAY, NETA 
MURTHA THELMA B. 
MYERS, CLAUDIA M. 
MYERS, LAURA 
NEEDHAM, GEORGE M 
NEIL JOSEPHINE 
NElSON, ILENE 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE LIBRARY 
NEWMAN, MICHAEL 
NICKEL, MRS. BAR6ARA P. 
NIX LARRY T. 
NOLAN FRANK J. 
NOLTE ALICE I. 
NORTHINGTON, ELIZABETH ANN 
NOWACK, MARGY H. 
OBEAR ELIZABETH G. 
OBERMAN-SOROKA, CERISE 
OGLESBEE, HARRI~T B 
ORANGEBURG COUNTY L1 SRARY 
OSSALDISTON, DIANA M 
OWENS, CLAYTON S. 
OWENS, MRS. GERTRUDE G. 
P4LMER ANN H. 
PALMER, 1\UTH 
PARHAM, JUDITH S 
PARIS, M T 
PARKER, MRS, WILLIAM M 
P4RR ELIZA M, 
PARRISH, HELEN A. 
PARTINt:TON, LYNN 
PATE, KATHY S. 




PA lA., PAULA F, 
PAUTZ, MARTIN R. 
PAYNE CAROLYN BAKER. 
PAYNTE~, DAVID M 
1829 E. SANDHURST 
1802 WHEAT ST • 
LIBRARY 
38 ELLIOTT STREET 
1713 MADISON RD. 
4701 FOII.EST DRIVE 
2000 WELqORN ST. 
~90~ BARKSDALE DR. 
1700-B "'IAPLEWOOD OR. 
BOX 1868, S C STATE COLLE 
1195 SIFLY RD., N.E. 
201 GROVE DR. 
RT 1t BOX 26-C 
BOX 1B7 
27 YEADON AVE, 
SUMTER COUNTY LIBRARY 
COLEMAN KA~ESH LAW LI8RAR 
2000 BELT LINE BLVD N502 
ll4B BAYWATER DRIVE 
27 ARCHDALE ST 
P.O. BOX 439 
qol( 469 
120 N. CONGRESS ST. 
PO BOX 46~ 
118 HILLCREST AVE 
129 HENSON ST. 
40q DANIEL DR. 
667 AMELIA N. E. 
11. T. 1, Bnx 286 
429 FORF ST AVE, 
111 NORTH HARVIN ST 
4507 BOXW'lOD ST 
1421 SHIRLEY ST. APT 10 
4806 BUNCOMBE RD. 
P.O. BOX 56~ 
729 N GROVE PARK DR 
923 G'\fGG ST 
920 FONTANNA AVE, 
P 0 BOX 681 
3011 HICKORY ST 
52 BRAMS PT .RD. 
120 WOODVIEW DR 
435 SOUTH FAIRVIEW EXT 
BOX 98 
229 TIMBER CT. 
29 CLEMSON DR. 
RT. 3, BOX 144 
149 S BULL ST, *1 
214 CALHOUN, APT 5 
1ll QUEEN ST. 
605 1/2 PALMETTO ST 
640 SEQUOIA ST, APT 3 
222 CANNON ST. 
4 INDIAN CIRCLE 
BOX 406 
4502 STORKl4ND 
3151 LAKE FOREST OR.APT 5 
BOX 1101 
619 KING ST., APT 204 
1~ B MARLOW DR 
822 OSAGE AVE. 
P. O. D~AWER 1367 
1611 WYNDHAM RD. 
307-A ROUNTREE RD. 
60~ CARN ST • 
406 LEADMINE RD, 
P 0 BOX 424 
66 O'HARA APTS 
PO DRAWER C 
409 w. BOYCE ST. 
RT 4, BOX 19 
N2D 49 WEST APTS, 
PO BOX 641 
SPRII>IG MILLS, INC, 
P,O, BOX 107~0 
715 NEW STREET 
13 MANLY ST. 
P.O. BOX 402 
2B5B RILEY NE 
226 LAKE FAIRFIELD DR 
3012 MANCHESTER RD, 
FLO'\FNCE COUNTY LIBqAqy 
FLO'\EI>ICE, SC 
COLUMBIA, S.C. 




ROCK HILL, S.C. 
COLUMB !A, SC 
COLUMBIA, SC 
ORANGE6URG, S C 
ORANGE 6U'\G, SC 
CLEMSO"', SC 
MURRELLS INLET, S C 
BATESBURG, SC 
CHARLESTON, SC 
SUMTE~, S C 
COLUM6IA, S.C. 
COLUMBIA, S.C. 
WEST COLUMBIA, S.C. 
CHARLESTON, S C 




ROCK HILt, SC 
SPARTAMBURG, S.C. 
CLEMSON, S, C. 
ORANGEqURG, SC 
NEW ZION, S.C. 
SPARTANBURG, SC 
SUMTER, S C 




FLORENCE, S C 
COLUMBiA, S.C. 
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CHERAW, S C 
BURTON, S C 
HILTON HEAD ISLAND, 
LAURENS, SC 





COLUMBU, S C 












CHARLESTON, S C 






CONWAY, S C 
GREENVILLE, S.C. 






ROCK HILL, S.C. 



























































































PEARSON, DR. LENNART 
PEARSON, LOUISE C • 
PEARSON, MRS. NANCY 
PERRY ELLEN 
PHELPS, CYNTHIA 
PHILLIPS, MiN F 
PHILLIPS, qERTHA ~. 
PICKENS COUNTY LIBRARY 
PIEDMONT TECH COLLFGE LIBRARY 
PIERCE YVFTTE H, 
PIERSON JACQUELINE 
PI LCH~R KATHL~EN 
PITTS, MRS F W 
PITZER, JOH"' DILLWORTH 
PITZER, L AU~ A FLEMING 
PLEXICO ELIZA~FTH 
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PLYLER, DORIS E. 
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POLLITZER CARRI 0 T. 
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PO'\TER, DOROTHY C. 
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RAWLINSON, HEL'III AN"' 
REAMF~, J, ~ITCHFLL 
REASO~, MPS, ~ARJO~I< C, 
RFDMO~~, J 0~NI 0 MCMAHA"' 
REDStrl•, M'l"'ETF F, 
REFD, 'IRS ELAPio 
REED=~• ~A"'CY ?, 
RFEP, M~S ALL"IIIF 
REFVES, ~RUCILLA G 
REin CHRISTINE 'I. 
RETHW, Dfl!A V, 
RE ULAN"l, n"TH A~N 
RHIN<~APDT, MqS W A 
RHUE, CHPISTI"'h H 
RHYNE, q<TTY J<A~ 
RICE, CA~0LYN r.qnwo"R 
RICE, Lilli' N 
II.IC", ~AU~ 0 S 
RICE, MRS. CAPDLINE ry 
RJCF, MS PATRICIA QHL 
RICHAR~S~"', ~LEANO~ M, 
RICHA~nSQ~, III.IS W, 
RICHAR~~O~, MAPGI" A"'TQI~"TTF 
RICHAPnSON, MPS, H, o 
RICH~U~~, ~Tl~UR~ c. 
RICHRUII.G, 'IRS G~IIIFVA SMITH 
RICHLA~n COUNTY PUBLIC LIB. 
RIQG• DWY-JrJ S, 
RIDG 0 LL, M?S, FRANCeS H, 
RIDGEWAY PATRICIA M. 
RIDINGS, JACQUELINE R 
RIPPEL, JEFF 
ROBERTS, SUSAN ISAACS 
ROBINSON, ELNORA 0 
ROBINSON, GEORGF. H 
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PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 
P.O. BOX 1668 
11~ S. HERMITAGE RD 
7 OAVID ST. 
204 FRANKLIN AVE. 
800 W. POINSETT ST. 
RT z, MAXWELL CIRCLE 
110 W. FIRST AVE. 
P.O. DRAWER 1467 
~1l W. DARLINGTON ST. 
156 WYNN SUM TRAIL 
17 YEADON AVE 
109 HIGHLAND OR. 
109 HIGHLAND DR. 
726 CR<ST ST. 
P.O. BOX 325 
309 BLACK FRIARS RD. 
1009 N, MAIN ST. 
5 PITT ST. 
5 PITT ST. 
135 SU~"'Y VISTA OR. 
3309 FOX HALL RD, 
211 STRAWBERRY LANE 
5893 MERCIA LANE 
5BB3 MERCIA LANE 
17 ATLANTIC 
RT 2, BOX 316 
517 HIGHMA~KET ST, APT H 
THOMASO~ LIBRARY 
THOMASON LIBRARY 
20~ BRYN MAWR AVE. 
RT 4, ~OX 59-D 
ROUTF 2 
RT. 1t SOX 77B 
I'I~IGO HALL APTS, •2 
27 ARCHDALE ST. 
141~ SUN~URY LANE 
340 ROqERT E LEE 
47Q WADE HAMPTON OR, 
1432 ALPINE DR. 
BOX 21-3 
16S6 HEATHERHILL 
1503 CHURCH ST. 
~OS TA"'YARD ST. 
122 TEA FARM. RD. 
851 ~AY ~LQS-SOM 
1316 GUIGNARD AVE. 
224 E., PARK AVE. 
ROX 38~1 
DA'\LINGTON COUNTY LIB~A~Y 
207 ~A~TZLF.R ST '2 
DRAWER 696 
119 TALLUUH ST 
114 W. I~LEWOOD CR. 
C/0 HARTSVILLE MEM, LIBRA 
3070 9EECHAVEN RD 
144 ARMORY DRIVE 
OAVJDSDN qo,, RT 7 
21 ~ BROOK ST 
DRAWEP 740 
SF"'ATE PLAZA 10-G 
13 AMY LANE 
P 0 ROX 266 
RAM~oor, CO, LIBRARY 
RAMqERG, S.C. 
WIIIITHROP COLL~GE 
2e29 STRATFORD RD. 
7914 SPRlNGFLOWER 
106C.-C AYLESFORD PL. 
~OUTE ?, BOX 186 
112 "!ARQUIS ST. 
1918 GFRMANY ST 
14uJ SUMTER ST. 
11~ CARRIAGE HILL 
120 w. CnLUMBIA AVE, 
1041 RAGIN LANE 
RT.1 BOX 141-A 
300 COLLEGE ST. 
RT 1, BOX 97-4 
909 WALNUT ST 




GREENV ILL Et SC 
MARION, S C 





LFXII>IGTON, S. C. 
CHARLE STOI>I, SC 
LYDIA, S C 
GREENVILLE, SC 
GR==NVILLE, SC 
1\0CK HILL, SC 






COLUMB lA, SC 
CLEMSOI>I, SC 





C LII>ITON, SC 
CLII>ITONt SC 
NEWTOWN SQUARE, PA 






CHARLESTON, S C 
CHA'\LESTON, SC 
WEST COLUMgiA, S.C. 
JENKINSVILLE, SC 




SUMTER, S C 




ST MATTHEWS, S C 
AIKEN, SC 
DARLINGTON, S C 
W COLUMB lA, SC 
HARTSVILLE, S, C, 
COLUMBIA, S C 
WOODRUFF, SC 
GREENVILLE, SC 
CLEMSON, S C 
LYDIA, S C 
CONWAY, S C 
COLUM~IA, SC 
TAYLORS, SC 
MARION, S C 
BAMBERG, S.C. 
ROCK HILL, S.C. 
COLUMBIA, S.C. 
COLUMBIA, SC 
COLUMB !A, S C 
UNION, S.C. 
CHESTER, SC 








COLUMBIA, S C 
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ROBINSON, MRS. LOUISA s. 
ROGAN, NANCY S. 
ROGERS, MRS. ELMA 
ROSE LYDIA LEITNER 
ROSS, CLAUDINE s. 
ROST ALAN F. 
ROUGHTON, THOMAS 
ROUMILLAT, JUDY C 
ROWLAND, JEAN C 
ROWNTR EE , MRS. ClYDE B • 
RUFF, EVELYN F. 




S.C. DEPT. ARCHIVES & HIST 
SABO, ANNE COPE 
SALLEY VON ETTA M. 
SAMUELS, EVERLENA 
SAMUELS, Mll.S. ALFASE G. 
SANDERS, EMILY 
SANDERS, GEORGE~E T<RRY 




SCHNEIDER L. A. 
SCONYERS, M'I.S. J.W. 
SCOTT, CAROL S 
SCOTT, DOR.OTHY o. 
SCOTT, EVELYN o.. 
SCOTT, SHIRL<Y ANN 
SCOTT, VIVIAN J 
SEIFERT, MRS. PATRICIA B. 
SHAH, NEETA N. 
SHAPL~IGH, MARY P 
SHAVER, ELEANO~ ANN 
SHFLL, OWEN G. 
SHEPPARD, JAN 
SH INN A~~ ETTE H. 
SHINN LUR L Y"'E K. 
SHIRER, MA'>.GA'I.ET 
SHIRL<Y, JR.IS C. 
SHU~ELDT, PATR!CIA S. 
SHULER, FRANCES F. 
SHULER, VIRGINIA 
SHUMP<RT, R~ENDA 
SIMS ESTHER RUTH q 
SINGLETON, MARGARET CLAIRE 




SMALLS HAR'\IETTF T. D. 
SMALLS, MARY L. 
SMITH, ANDR.EW 
SMITH, R IVENS A. 
SMITH, DR. DIANNA LYN~E 
SMITH, ELI7A~0TH C 
SMITH, ELLA SUE 
SMITH, JnSFPH O~EAL 
SMITH, LAU~A Q .• 
SMITH, LOIS WILSON 
SMITH, MD IS~ !). 
SMITH, MRS. CHA'I.LIE DORN, JR. 
SM TT'i, ~R S. JOHN DAVIS 
S..,ITH, ~RS. MAOGAOET H. 
SMIT'i, N~LLH F. 
SMYTH, SARA 'l 
SMITH, SAOAH C. 
SMITH, WYNELLF. 
SMOA~, LILA 
SMU'I.T'iWAIE, P1Lil ~ALCDL"' 
SOR"~S 0N J('A'I 
SOlJ<U!', J T'JDRA 
SOUTH CAR 8LIN A STA T° COLL 
S'llJTH CAROLINA STATF. LIB 
SOUTHw~qQ WILLTAM ~. 
SPAR~$, PAYMON~ WESLEY 
SPARTAN•URG CDU~TY PU'llJC ll~ 
SPAR.TAN~URG METHODIST CfJll 
SP~AR..,AN, MRS. MJLnREI) 
SPIV~Y P•AoL s. 
415 BOULEVARD N.E. 
6701 W!NGARD ST 
RT. 1 
60 TIMROO WAY 
112 WILKINSON AVE. 
1604 JORDAN ST. 
RICE BUSINESS COLLEGE LIB 
451~ PAR.t.MOUNT OR 
1112 ROBERTS ST. 
RT. 1, BOX 7 
3809 BREWER ST • 
4051 CORONADO OR 
114 BEAUFAIN ST. 




1714 COLLEGE ST. 
RT 2, BOX 348 
BOX 501 
2K ASHLEY HOUSE 
'139 CHARLOTTE AV~. 
1316 SEWANEE AVE 
13~6 BROOKWOOD OR. 
1\0UTE 1 
APT 16-G YORKTOWN 
111 S. CAMBRIDG~ ST. 
P.O. BOX 668 
622 HANOVER CT 
20 MAUDIE ST 
23~0 WHEAT ST.,APT.-1 
P.O.SOX 237 
WEST HARDEEVllLE HIGH SCH 
RT. 3, BOX 9 
HALL PSYCHIATRIC INSTIT. 
2100 FOREST DRIVE 
RT 4 HUDSON RD 
BOX 727 
HUBBARD OR. 
186 HILLSIDE AVE, SW 
1 <l05 MillER AVE. 
913 WOODSTONE 0~. 
RT 3, ~ox 21a o s 
24 RICE ST. 
9 BEACON Hill RD. 
1400 SUMTER ST. 
RT. 1 BOX 104 
4200 HIGHLAND PA~K 0'1.. 
R~O •2,23 QUAIL CIRCLE 
RT.2, BOX 131 
SOB COLLEGE ST. 
4203 DEVEREAUX 
DAVIS COLLEGE, U.S.C. 
P.O. 30X 895 
1813 STATE COLLEGe 
1208 PINCKNEY ST 
~49 PARK NE. 
BOX 482XX, RT. 6 
781 FORT SUMTE~ OR 
PO BOX 409 
3300 HARTNETT BLVD 
ROUTE 3 
SC BAPTIST HOSPITAL 
RT. 1, MOTOR BOAT RD. 
BOX 86 
331 CO~NECTICUT AVE 
39~ CAULDER AVE. 
~ox 1174 
206 CHATHAM RO 
537 ~'ALMETTO ST. 
RT. 1 
110 SAVAGE ST 
24<l T'I.~M R.D. 
4 PU<qto DR. 
?12 JU'l~ BUG CT 
WHITTAKER LIB, BOX 1991 
1~00 SENATE ST. BOX 11469 
BOX 1292 
17?~-A SPANISH TR.AIL 
'lOX 2409 
BURGESS LJ BRARY 
2I 0 DOYLE ST. 







NORTH CHA~LESTON, S. 
CHARL~STON HTS, S C 
CAMDEN, S.C. 
JOHNSONVIllE, SC 
COLUMS u, S.C. 




COLUMS I A, SC 
GOOSE CRE~K, S.C. 
COLUMBIA, SC 
TIMMONSVILLE, S C 
WALTERBORO, SC 
CHA'I.LESTON, SC 
ROCK HILL, S C 
FLORENCE, S.C. 
FLORENCE, S.C. 
TR.AVELoRS REST, S.C. 
GREENVlLL~, S C 
NINETY SIX, SC 
SUMMERTON, S.C. 








GREER, S C 
COLUMBIA, SC 
LANCASTER, S.C. 
CONCORD, N. C. 
NEWBERRY, SC 







MYRTLE BEACH, S C 









CHARLESTON, S C 
PARRIS IS., SC 








GREENWOOD, S C 
SPARTANBURG, S.C. 







MYRTLE BCH., SC 
COLUMBIA, S.C. 























































































SPPE~G, FRANC 0 S PATE~SON 
SPROTT, FLI7Aq 0 TH A. 
ST. ANG0 LA ACADEMY liq. 
STA~~nRn, ~ATHRYN£ S . 
STAt,Y, VAL,R.lA H 
STALL, ~o. F~WAqD H. 
STANLEY, MRS. CAROLYN J. 
STATON, MRS. SUSAN T. 
STEADING Al~A O. 
STER~IN~, MARILYN P 
ST~F'JLY, Mil.~ J M 
STEC:L E, "' qS . Jr:JHN L. 
ST 0 IN, li'J"A M 
ST(•HE~S clTlAH 0 TH G. 
ST 0 PN<Y, ~·~FCC A ~ 
sT~v•N~ t nursc w. 
ST"V 0 NS, SUSA'I 
ST~VENSn~, '1~. JOHN~. 
STEW' RT • J~A'I'JE- R. 
STOKES, ALL<'l H., JR. 
ST'l'l~, r.A o t 
STO'\K L•N OOA P. 
STOVFR, .., '\S . RU1YE W. 
STOWr MARY Al TC E C 
STRAUCH, K6TI'lA 
STRIRLTNG, MATPoL 
sT•.nuo, tnrs c. 
STUART, F ~ ANCFS C 
STV" 3S , SARA'"! K 
SUKnVTr.H, JOH'I F 
SULLIVAN S'lPH IA 
SUM'1F•S, F WILLTA'1 
SU~PT ~~ , M~S . F~ITH 
SUMTER. BERTHA M. 
SUMTER COUNTY LIBRARY 
SUR~ER, MELISSA M. 
SUTCLTFFE P'\ISClllA H. 
SUTHERLAND, DR. H. L. 
SUTTO~, CAROLYN P 
SWANK, MRS. RUTH H. 
TARLTON, MARY S 
TARLTON, SHIRLEY M. 
TATE, H. SIMMONS, JR. 
TAYLOR, MARGARET M. 
TAYLOR, MRS NANCY 
TAYLOR, SHARON 
THESING, JANE I 
THOMASON, B. D., JR.. 
THOMASON, MRS. FURMAN E. 
THOMASSON, CARMFN S 
THOMPSON , MR.S THELMA 
THOMPSON, MRS • ..,ARGUERTTE 
THOMPSON, SADIE B 
THOMY, ALIC~ ..,Ail.Y 
TIMBERL.t.KF, MARY 
TODOR JACQUELINE 
TOLBERT FRANCES H. 
TOLL, MARY B. 
TOOMBS KENNETH E. 
TORMAY, KATHERINF ANN< 
TOWNSEND, CATHERINE M. 
TREADWAY, GARY 
TRIBER, BEVERLY FINLAYSON 
TRIEST CA'I.OliNF 
TRIPP, EDWINA 
TRUESDALE, MRS. BETTY B. 
TUCKER, KITTRELL LESTER 
TUCKER, ROB~RT C. 
TURNE'I., RU8Y LFE 
TURNER, RUTH T. 
TUTEN ~!NNA MCIV<R 
TYLER., CAROLYN S. 
TYLER, JESSIE w. 
ULMER B~VERLY R. 
ULMER, MARY CAR.OLINE 
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLI~A 
UPTON, MILDRED LEWIS 
VALENTINE, PAT 
VASCIANNI~, VALERIE 
VAUGHT, MRS ANN< 
VI' DOER, JOHN 
WADE, ECHO B 
WADE, YVONNE R 
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607 W BARR 
16 °. CORNELL .t.RMS 
BOX 6q5 
194 BRIARWOOO OR. 
17~6 BELLEVILLE RO 
11 SIR1.INE DR. 
117 ILA L.t.NE 
505 LO~OON BRIDGE RD . 
308 WEOGEWOOD OR. 
724 .,APLE ST 
RT.1 
30X 1 2~ 
2211 D WEST NORTH AVE 
PO BOX 42 
1422 WESTWAY OR 
BOX 54 
2200 CASSANDRA LANE N9 
1616 RICHLAND ST. 
506 MARLBORO .t.VF. 
S. CAROLINIANA LIB. 
202 E. GREENVILLE ST. 
'111 LONGL 0 AF RD. 
30X 4 71 
RT. a, qox I96B 
THE UHDEL 
ll.OUH 1 
6 RUNNYMEDI' ".D. 
1546 GR~FNLEAF '1.0 
121 TR"MONT RO. APT 
1504 WILSON RD. 
118 FCl<tT RUTLEDGE RD. 
107 CENTERFIELD RO.t.D 
C/0 SUMPTell.•S .t.~CT•G SER. 
322 SOUTH CHURCH ST. 
Ill N. HARVIN ST. 
68~ N. ROYAL TOWE R 
29-A M.t.R TIN ST • 
~04 PER'I.IN AVE. 
5944 COMMONW"ALTH 
303 BELTLI~E BLVD. 
404 N GLENDALE DR 
7406 WINDYRUSH RO 
12~0 SCN CENTE'\ 
537 N. ROYAL TOWER ·DR . 
ROUTE 1, BOX 60-C 
ROUT~ z, BOX 131-C 
602 S PROSPECT ST 
80X 10045 
405 S. B'>.OAO ST. 
1312 1\USSELL ST 
P 0 ROX 553 
1012 WOODSTONE Oil.. 
81~ SOUTH MAIN ST. 
115 SINGLETA~Y AVE. 
CLAIRE TOWERS 
RT. 10, 420 SHAMROCK OR. 
BOX ~43 
P • 0. BOX 11469 
THOMAS COOPER. LI~RARY 
919-B WOODSTONE DRIVE 
RT. 2, BOX 72 
1230 BUTLER ST. 
4428 WEDGEWOOD DR. 
147 'I.UTLEOGE AVE., APT 7G 
31 2 S. MAIN ST. 
327 N. LEE ST. 
BOX 832, NEWBERRY COLLEGE 
117 BROUGHTON OR. 
1703 E. WASHINGTON ST. 
576 OTIS BLVD. 
103-A VICTORIA LANE 
1100 EASTMlN!STER OR. 
RT.3, BOX 705 
BOX 389 
S.C. D~PT. OF HEALTH 
SERIALS DEPARTMENT 
208 LYNN ST. 
DAVIS COLLEGE, U.S.C. 
214 W. CASTLE RO. 
'I.T 2, BOX 406 
422 OLD MANOR RO. 
417 MlDOLETON, DR. 
211 C4MPANEll4 
LANCASTER, S C 
COLUMBI.t., SC 
.t.IKF.N, SC 
ROCK HILL, SC 
OR.t.i'IGEBURG, S C 
GREENVI LL~, SC 
COLUMBU, SC 
MT PLE.t.S.t.NT, SC 
GREENVILLE, SC 
COLUMBU, S.C. 
BAMBERG, S C 
PAMPLICO, SC 
ANDER SON, S C 
TUXEDO, NC 
CHARLESTON, S C 
PENDLETON,S.C. 




ANDERSON, S C 
COLUMBIA, SC 
BL.t.CKSBURG, SC 




COLUMBIA, S C 
FLORENCE, S C 
NEWBERRY, SC 
CLEMSON, SC 
CDLU'IB U S.C. 






CHARLESTO!>l, S C 
COLUMBIA, SC 





LEXINGTON, S C 
COLUMBU, S C 
GRE 0 NVILLE, SC 
CLHHON, SC 
DR.t.NGEBURG , S C 
INMAN, S C 
FLORENCE, SC 
SUMMERVILLE, S.C. 




COLUMBIA, S C 
COLUMBIA, S.C. 
FLORENCE, S.C. 










CLEMSON, S C 
CDLUMBU, SC 









GOOSE CREEK, S.C. 
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WALDoN ELIZABoTH C. 
WALKER ESTELLENf P. 
WALKER EVERLENA W. 
WALKER, JEN~IFER FAY: 
WALKER, MRS. LILLIE S. 
WALSH LEA 
WALTON, HOMER, JR. 
WANNAMAKER, MRS FRANK, SR. 
WANNAMAKER, VIRGINIA N 
WANSLEY, JACQUELINE S 
WARD. C M 
WA~N<o, A~~TF KATHFoiNE 
WATfOS, DIANE 
WAT<os, J[H-J"J K 
WA TSnN, GWr:"J 
WATS'lN, J ~"JFT 0 
WATSfJ"J, LfllJ!S 0 "1. 
WFFK~ HARRIOT K. 
WFLRn~N EL17.A~ETH C. 
WFL~'JR"J, MRS :'V 0 LYN 
WELLINcTON, R'JGoO 
WFLLS, qFTTY "1. 
WERNI'o JOYCE C. 
WHARFJN, M~oTHA E 
WHEELF~, MoS. MARY 0. 
WHITE, ANN T. 
WH n=, Jf Rn"JF LL 
WHITE, M40Y HAR PI 0 T 
WHITT~"J VILLA~e LIROARY 
WIESEN ANN° 
WI LqER, K •YLE"J< 
WILqURN, MPS. NA"JCY S. 
WILCOX, 'ITSS JAMFS EDNA 
WTLOE, JC'HN 
WILKINSON, MISS SARA CATH•RINE 
WILLIAMS, BARSAqA J. 
WILLIA'lS, RETTY 
WILL!A"'S, CLY'l 0 I. 
WILLI A "'S, Dl A"JA A 
WILL!A'lS, DIAN< H. 
WILLIAMS, !'LIZABETH 
WILLIA'lS, JUNE 
WILLU'lS, MARTHA NELSON 
WILLIS, SCTTY" G 
WILSON ELIZA9°TH 
WILSON, 0 LIVE < 
WILSON, SOPYI~E W 
WINDHAM, MAO.Y FoANCF.S S 
WINST~AO, MRS. 'JOonTHY B. 
WINTHPOP COLLESE LIBRARY 
WISE, CAROLYN M. 
WITHFRSPOO"J, ESTHE~ K. 
WITHINGTON MART~N H. 
WITTER~, ~AO.Y A. 
WOFFORD COLLEG• LI!O.AO.Y 
wom, LAwRe"Jc• 
WOODBURY, JOSEPH C 
woons, JULIA o. 
WOOTTON, M. NORRIS 
WRIC:HT JAN" E. 
WRIGHT, Jl'lMY D. 
WRIGHT, MRS DORIS R 
WR Ir.HT, R • F. 
WYLIE, IDA ENTREKIN 
WYLIF, MRS. CHARLOTTE P. 
YOHE, PAULA 
YONCE, RA RqARA 
YORK COUNTY LIBRARY 
YU, A "'ANDA H 
ZACH•RT, MA~THA JANE 
ZACHOIIS~ I JULI~ 
ZACK SYLVIA 
ZIMMER~AN, DAVID P. 
ZIMMERMAN, ERNESTINE T. B. 
ZUPPA THEODORE C 
124 ARCADIA SPRINGS CIR. 
BOX 11469 
429 HETTY HILL ST. 




RA IL~OAD AVE 
RTE. 3, BOX 136 
505 DQP>j DRIVE 
431 N MAIN ST 
?01 NORTH RIDGELL ST 
CRYOVAC DlV., BOX 464 
1520 S"NA T~ ST, APT ,7-G 
BOX 986 
3"'130 MAKEWAY 
90 6 CALHOUN AVE 
RT. 6, ~ox 108 
PO BOX 14 
ROUTE 2 
6A CENTURY OAKS APTS 
P.O. BOX I 
1520 SENATE, APT. 8-G 
P 0 BOX 410 
RT. 2, BOX M 
snx 60~ 
CA~RIAG~ HILL APTS, F-3 
S22~ CLEMSON AVE. 
PO ~'JX 239 
BOX 99A, RT-5 
~T. 2 BOX 150 
101 WOODHAVEN 
132 CO'IGRE SS S T 
BOX 716 
1007 S. MAIN ST. 
PALMFTT'J PL, APT J-2 
109 AND~RSON DR 
1114 BROAD ST. 
50~ ~AiL~OAD AVE, APT ? 
1070 PAR~ AVE EXT 
27 LIMFYOUSE ST. 
7 PINE CREEK DR 
1028 EDISTO DR. 
919 W 'TH NORTH ST 
BOX 839 
106 HARDY ST 
370~-0 MEETING ST. 
P 0 BOX 17~ 
4701 CAMELLIA DR. 
ACO.-SE~IALS DEPT 
ROUT" 1 
~610 ORANGEBURG ST. 
40-A DANIEL DR. 
109 HIAWATHA DR. 
SANDOR TESZLER LI3. 
COOPER LI~RARY 
CAROLINA ACADEMY 
PO R::JX 1976 
RT 1, BOX 391 
AOX 119? 
BOX ~16 
BOl MAPLE ST 
BOX 248 
121 OEEDY ST 
bOX '49 
301 !/? ~AST MARKET ST 
~7 H0 NDERSOP>j AVE. 
P.o. ~ox 10032 
43 CFDAR VILLAS DRIVE 
CO~kEGJ: OF "LIBRAR!ANSHIP 
BOK 175 
2919 MI~WAY LOOP 
119<; QUAIL RUN 
327 GOWER ST • 








ST MATTHEWS, SC 
ST. MATTHEWS, S.C. 
GREENVILLE, S C 
DARLINGTON, S C 
BATES~URG, S.C. 
DUNCAN, SC 
COLUMBIA, S C 
PAWLEYS ISL., SC 






BENNETTSVILLE, S C 
COLUMBIA, SC 







SENECA, S. C. 
UNIOIII, SC 
CHARLESTON, S C 
DUE WEST, S C 
GR"ENWOOD, SC 
ORANGEBURG, SC 
GREENWOO'l, S C 
CAMDEN, SC 
ALLENDALE, S C 
ROCK HILL, S.C. 
CHARLESTON, SC 
GREENVILLE, S.C • 
ORAr>jGEBURG, SC 
SUMMERVILLE, S C 
LANCASTER, SC 
WILLIAMSTON, S C 
CHARLESTON HEIGHTS, S C 
LAKE CITY, S C 
MYRTLE BEACH, SC 







LAKE CITY, S.C. 




SPARTAIIIBURG, S C 





ROCK HILL, SC 
ROCK HILL, S C 
COLUMBIA, S. C. 
BEAUFO~T, SC 


















































































New Books from South Carolina 
---0(7~~ 
The Chinese Economy: Problems and Policies 
By ]an 5. Prybyla The latest information and statistics ani-
mated by personal observations recorded during a trip to China 
make this survey of the post-Mao Chinese economy unusually 
reliable and useful. 
xiv, 260 pages $14.95 cloth $5.95 paper 
Humanism & Liberty: Writings on Freedom 
from Fifteenth-Century Florence 
Translated and edited by Renee Neu Watkins Selections from 
Bruni, Alberti, Poggio, Lorenzo de' Medici, Poliziano, Rinuccini, 
and Savonarola are to be found in this collection of Quattrocento 
classics. 
viii, 264 pages $14.95 cloth 
"What Actually Happens": The Representation of 
Real-World Phenomena 
By Peter G. Ossorio An alternative version of behavioral sci-
ence is rigorously presented by a leading descriptive psychologist. 
xviii, 216 pages $9.95 cloth 
University of South Carolina Press 
Columbia S C 29208 
The Reprint Company 
Publishers 
Spartanburg, South Carolina 29304 
We are proud of our growth in the last few years in the area of regional 
and local history with particular emphasis on the Southeastern states. 
In addition to these subjects, we are constantly expanding our list of 
reprints of scarce and noteworthy books in the fields of Colonial Amer-
icana, Revolutionary War history, and genealogical material. Also, we 
publish occasional originals in these subjects. Please write for our latest 
complete catalogue. 
THOMAS E. SMITH, PUBLISHER 
POST OFFICE BOX 5401 
803-582-0732 
THE SOUTH CAROLINA LIBRARIAN 
DACUS LIBRARY (MITLIN) 
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